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This thesis examines the collection of Chinese export porcelain excavatedat
Ferryland,

ewfoundland,whichiscomprisedofl78vesselsdatingfroml600to

1760. Thisprojectseekstodemo'nstratethegreatpotentialforarchaeological
porcelain to broaden the understanding of the life-ways of colonial NorthAmerica
through the analysis of ware form and function. Analysis focuses on the decorative
themes of Chinese porcelain and discusses Chinese symbolism, as well as the
meaning of these exotic wares in the Western world. The research has revealed a
strict control over the manufacture of porcelain which resulted inspecilicpanems
thatcanoftenbeidentiliedbyarchaeologists.lnaddition,thisthesisexarninesthe

export of wares to Ferryland. The analysis ofthesematerialsretlects the profound
interactiontakingplacebetweenChinaandtheWest,andtheculturalmanifestations
of this exchange in Western society.
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Chapter One

Chineseexportporcelainisoneo~themostintriguingceramicsdiscoveredon
17"'_

and IS"'-century colonial sites in North America. Porcelain was so important to the
Western market that before ISOO more than seventy million pieces traveled across the
world to meet the demand of the European consumers (Berg:2003:236). This number is
staggering,butbetweentheDutch,English,French,andotherEastlndiaCompanies it is
probably a rather low estimate of the porcelain wares that actually reached the Western
marketplace. Starting with the first largescale importation of porcelain into Europe in
the 16'h century, this ceramic helped shape the Western pottery industry. Through
competition and a back and forth imitation by both Europeans and Chineseceramic
manufacturers, porcelain drarnatically affected the designs and formsofmanyofthe
traditional European wares
Chinese porcelain in colonial contexts offers great insight into a number 0 faspectsof
life in the 17'" and IS'" century including trade, status, and society in general. Of interest
are the elaborate trade networks that supplied porcelain to the remoteoutportsofthe
BritishEmpiresuchastheI7,h-andIS,h-centurycommunityatFerryland,
Newfoundland. The documentation of these wares being shipped to Europe is fairly
complete. However, the route of this cargo from Europe to the American colonies
remains shrouded in the mists of the pasl. Ceramics are rarely listed with any regularity
or accuracy in shipping manifests and invoices, so for this segmentoftheporcelaintrade

to

ewfoundlandtheresearchermustexaminetheothercontemporaneousforrnsof

trafficking to identify the most likely trade routes. There is no doubt that these wares
were present in the colonies from an early date, but the possible routes of exchange need
to be examined in order to get abetter picture of the North American trade of these
luxury goods.
Although the luxury status of these wares changed as availability grew,throughoutthe
importation of Chinese porcelain these ceramics were one of the most expensivewares
available, and the ownership denoted an ability to spend on unnecessaryproducts. Based
on the dates of importation, the significance of porcelain to socio-economic status also
changes and an understanding of this shift is important to getting at the meaning behind
these objects.
The importance of Chinese porcelain is noteworthy regarding Western society as a
wholeinthel7'h and 181h centuries. Related to the luxury status of these wares, what
they represented to the owners and visitors who were the audience of the 0 bjectsisan
important aspect of the research. Luxury items in general were representations of the
exotic, the refmement of those who owned them, and the wealth or prestige required to
obtain or purchase these goods (Berg:2003:229). lnaddition,theimbibingofcoffee,
liquid chocolate and tea dramatically changed the social customs of the West,particularly
intheI8 1h century(Roth:1961). Chinesegoods,includingporcelainweredirectly
responsible for these new social institutions and the analysis of archaeologicalporcelain
offers great insight into the affairs of those who owned and used the objects.

The collection of Chinese export wares from the archaeological excavations at
Ferryland,

ewfoundland is similar to nearly all archaeological collections of this

material: it has not been examined. Before porcelain can offer any real potential to
archaeological researchers, these collections must be studied. To date, there are buta
handful of researchers familiar with'this ceramic beyond the most basic ofidentifications
Within the field of archaeology there is such a lack of knowledge about this ceramic that
the collections are often pushed aside during analysis. The belief that these materials
cannot be accurately dated is incorrect and is directly related to the Iackofknowledgein
the field. In order to get at the more significant aspects of these artifacts to the contextin
which they were found, we must first develop a way of identifying and dating these

The potential of studying porcelain for understanding everyday life in Ferrylandis
truly remarkable. When carrying out an exarnination of an artifact class, it is easy to
forget the real motivation for archaeology, to get a glimpse of what Iifewas like in
another time. At risk of moving into the melodramatic, it is easy for archaeologists to
losetouchofthegreatpotentialinartifactsforreallygettingatthepast, especially ina
study such as this one, with the monotonous task of searching through boxesand
squinting at miniscule fragments for hours on end. This ceramic and the exchange
between East and West changed the world. The very everyday customs of many
Europeans was altered by the importation of tea and its equipage. Porcelain was a
symbol of wealth and refinement and was one of the only representations of the Eastern

world that most Europeans came into contact with. The vessels from Ferryland were
used, cared for, obtained and received as gifts, and fortunately forresearch, broken.
This thesis seeks to begin to shed light on one small community from

ewfoundland

based on the porcelain assemblage. Ferryland is remote today, and was even more so in
thedistantpast. Regardless of the nature and location of the community, the inhabitants
owned Chinese porcelain, even from the earliest settlement. In a landscape and lifestyle
that for most was quite rugged, it was imponant for many of the households ofFerryland
to purchase these foreign wares. This thesis seeks to illuminate why these objects were
deemed so necessary.

1.2 Goals and Methodology
The focus of this work is primarily an artifact study. The materials analyzed were all
in an existing collection and no archaeological excavations were carried out relating to
this thesis. Although much of the Chinese porcelain collection from Ferryland was
accurately identified as that ceramic, little else was known about this ware, especially
regarding the dates of the various pieces.
The colJection of porcelain from the Ferryland excavations consistsoffragmentsfrom
across the excavated areas of the site as well as dating from all the occupation periods of
the settlement. Although past research at the site has done a great deal by focusing on the

various ceramic assemblages from the excavation, Chinese porcelain has never been
examined in any detail. This is unfortunately representative ofalargertrend in the field
of archaeology to neglect this important type ofcerarnic. The aims of this thesis are·

1) to examine the decoration of Chinese porcelain in order to understandtheorigins
and nature of the symbolism
2)anassessmentofthemethodsoftheporcelaintradetoEuropeandthecolonies
3) to identify the form, function, and dateofmanufactureoftheFerrylandporcelain

4) and lastly, to examine the social aspects of porcelain in European and colonial
society

1.3 Chapter Outline
Chapter two discusses the historical context of the Ferryland site, showing the original
Britishcolonizationofthesiteupthroughtheftrsthalfofthe18,h century.ltisimponant
to understand the changes that took place in the Ferryland settlementthroughoutthe
studied period in order to understand the changingsigniftcance ofthe porcelain recovered
through the archaeological investigations of the site. The chapter is divided into three
sectionsdisc\lssingtheoriginalsettlementundertheleadershipofSirGeorgeCalvert,the
period under the proprietorship of Sir David Kirke and his family, and the timeinthe
settlement directly following the French raid of 1696 up until the 1760s.
Chapter three focuses on the archaeological contextofthesite,discussingthehistory
and nature of the current excavations. In addition, this chapterexarnines thevarious
ponions of the site and the structures and activities that took place. Animponantaspect
of understanding the signiftcance of Chinese porcelain onarchaeological sites is to be

aware of the association of these materials within the archaeological landscape in which
they were discovered.
Chapter four focuses on the history of the Chinese porcelain trade. This background is
not limited to Newfoundland or Europe but starts with the much earlier trade to Africa
and the Middle East in the 12"' century. It was this earlier exchange that developed the
Chinesemanufactureofporcelainforalargescaleaudienceandfacilitated the vast
exportationtotheWestbeginninglaterinthelS,hcentury.lnaddition,thischapterlooks
attheearliestporcelainreachingEuropeandthenatureofthetradeasitdeveloped and
was monopolized successively by the Portuguese, Dutch,andEnglish. The trade of
ChineseporcelainspanningtheI6,htoI8,hcenturymirrorsthestruggIe for world trade
domination by the European superpowers. At different periods throughout this trade
history,thenatureoftheexchangeanditsplayersiscrucialforunderstanding wbere the
archaeologicalsupplymayhavebeencomingfromandthepossibletradenetworks
represented.

This chapter is also devoted to the trade specifically to Newfoundland. Given the
meager nature of the documentary record dealing with ceramics, there are a number of
feasible possibilities discussed for porcelain reaching Ferryland in the 17"' and l8'h
centuries. There are many trade connections between New England, the West lndies,
Europe, and Newfoundland. It is likely that porcelain was reaching the Ferryland
inhabitants by some or all these routes at various times.
In order to understand the imporlance of Chinese porcelain for the West, itis

necessary to discuss the makeup and manufacture of these wares. Chapter five examines

the ingredients needed to fabricate porcelain, and the methodofmanufacturestartingat
thepreparationoftheclaysandendingwiththedecorationandfiringoftheseceramic
vessels. An understanding of the chemical properties and manufacturing techniquesused
in the making porcelain gives the researcher a better understanding ofthearchaeological

Chapter six is a detailed look at the decoration of porcelain focusing on specific
design themes seen in the studied period. The symbolic meaning of these designs is an
importantkeytounderstandingthedecorationoftheporcelainartifactsrecovered. This
chapter looks at some oftbe more popular decorations examining the origins and
meaning to the Chinese. Also, an understanding of the Chinese designs can assist
researchers in identifying archaeological porcelain. Often specific symbols and designs
are found associated on vessels, knowledge of these connections can fac ilitatethe
identificationofsmallportionsofadesignrecoveredarchaeologicaIly.
Chapter seven focuses on the color schemes and decorative themes 0 nporcelain tbat is
often temporally specific. Building on the previous chapter, here we look at the overall
themes of the designs and decorations, rather than the specific symbols. From 1600-1800
there are specific decorative changes that appear on many of the export waresthatcanbe
very helpful when attempting to date porcelain.
The subject of chapter eight is the great influence that trade with Chinahad on
European material culture. Here is an examination oftbe profound affect the importation
of porcelain had on the European ceramic industry. In addition, this chapter observes the

Eastern influence on textiles, furniture, etc. in Europe and the coloniesintheI7'h andI 8'h

Chapter nine takes a look at the various sources of comparative material on porcelain
available to archaeologists and used for this study. Including various shipwrecks and
terrestrial sites, this database ofporeelainassisted in this research and offers great
potential for understanding the changes in porcelain decoration and forrnthroughoutthe
period of study.
Chapter ten examines the Chinese porcelain recovered from the archaeological
excavations at Ferryland. This portion discusses the contextual associations of the
various artifacts recovered and examines the use and significance of these vessels based
on the context in which they were disposed.
Chapter eleven is an analysis of the various forrns of porcelain recoveredatthe
Ferryland excavations exarnining the characteristics of each type and what the wares
were used for. The different forrns of porcelain recovered archaeologicallycan often
assistinthedatingofthewaresandunderstandingtheirroleinthecolonialhousehold.
Chaptertwe]ve exarnines the social factors related to Chinese porcelain on colonial
sites. Thelowavailabilityandrelativelyhighpriceofporcelaininthe early years of the
Ferrylandsettlement is representative of the elite status of those who owned these wares.
As the centuries progressed the significance and uses of porcelain changed. This section
discusses the changing social functionporcelainserved,and what theseobjects
represented about the owner. In addition, an examination of the cost of porcelain reveals

the changing taste of the market and is imponant to understanding the socioeconomic
status that porcelain can indicate.
Lastly, chapter thirteen discusses the project, and the future potentiaI for porcelain
research in archaeology. These objects are rich in the cultural history of two distinct
societies: the Chinese and Europeans. As more researchers examine these materials from
archaeological sites, the potential of Chinese porcelain studiesforreachingagreater
understandingoflifeinEuropeandthecolonieswillescalate.

Chapter Two

2.1 FerrylandHistory
Ferryland,

ewfoundlandislocat~dapproximatelyeightykilometersbyroad

southeast of the cityofSI. John's, approximately in the center of the eastcoastofthe
Avalon Peninsula. Within the protected FerrylandHarboristheevenmoreshelteredarea

closed to the north and east by a spit ofland known as The Pool. This is the location so

The archaeological excavations at the site have unearthed aprehistoric component to

Beothuk utilization of the location. This component of the site was likely used as
seasonal access to the rich coastal resources and was possibly contemporaneous with the
first European utilization of the site.

2.2 Seasonal European Fishery
There is a long history of Europeans taking advantage of the rich fishery just off the
shores of Newfoundland. From the l6'hcentury, and possibly earlier, European
fishermen had traveled to Newfoundland for the seasonal fishing catch. These fishing
fleetswouldcommonlycenterona~pecificcoveorprotectedharborandlaunch fishing

excursions from that base. Ferryland saw this very occupation throughout the 16"'
century and the material remains of this temporary activity have been unearthed in the

Some time around 1617 SirWilliarn Vaughan founded and settled two British
colonies not far from the present location of Ferryland. These two small settlements met
with little success and Vaughan was forced to sell off much of his remaining grant of land
of the Avalon Peninsula in

ewfoundland. George Calvert, the first Lord Baltimore, had

been a classmate of Vaughan's at Oxford and purchased a portion of the Iatter'sland
(Prowse:1895:lll).
Calvert, a Roman Catholic during the Protestant reign of Charles I, sought to build a
settlement on his newly acquired property. Based on the current knowledge of the area,
the small partially enclosed quay in the interior of Ferryland Harbor wasdeemedthe
logical location. The Pool,protected from the sea on the northern and eastern sides by
land was the perfect location to anchor and launch watercraft. Calvert's proposed
settlement sought to take advantage of the rich fishery, only seasonally accessed by the

European fleet. Additionally, the settlement could benefit from the developing interAtlantic trade taking place among Europe, the American colonies and the West Indies
offering another node for supplies, repairs, and exchange. Also, nntto be ignored was
the religious potential for converting the Native population inNewfoundland.
In 1621 Calvert dispatched twelve men led by Captain Edward Wynne to begin

construction of the site. Fortunately, a number of Wynne's personal communications
have survived and from these we can see the early colony emerge. Oneoftheflrst
structures constructed at the settlement (in 1622) was a frame house, a stone kitchen and
parlor that would be the eventual home of Calvert upon his arrival (Wynne:7/28/1622)
Also in the first years of Wynne's governorship, a wharf was conslructed, a large garden
sowed, and a well for the cnlony was excavated. Additionally, a tenement house and
forge were constructed all in a line to form the southern side ofacentral street
(Wynne:7/28/1622). Wynne's letters don't list additional conslruction at the site, butthe
archaeology discussed in the following chapter shows that there were in fact other
projects that took place during this period at Ferryland
Calvert first reached Ferrylandin 1627,inresponsetopressuresofthecoloniesfailure
because ofa lack of leadership (Cell: 1969:93). After a brief visit to the settlement,
Calvert returned the following year with his family and forty other settlers. Although the
majority of the new settlers of Ferryland primarily brought with them the fundamentals
for survival in the new landscape, Calvert and his family surely brought an entirely
different assemblage of goods. The Calvert family was among the elite of Great Britain
and upon settling in the "mansion house" constructed by Wynne, theyno doubt furnished

themselves with the fmery that they were accustomed to back in Europe. The material
culture excavated from Ferryland and Tidewater Virginia shows that the elite brought
many items that were in no way necessary (or helpful) for survival in the new
environments they came into contact with. The Calvert residence at Ferryland has not
been excavated,but will surely produce artifacts associated with the high status of that
family.
The Newfoundland climate proved too much for Calvert, after a particularly harsh
winter he and his family moved back to England. Calvert's eyes turned south to the
Tidewater region of Maryland, and began preparation for the establishment of a new
colony based on tobacco revenue. Regardless of the new design of the Calvert family
(St. Mary's City in Maryland was established in 1634), they remained in control of the
colony with acting representatives present in Ferryland.

lnl638theactingrepresentativeoftheCalvertciaiminFerryiandwasremoved by Sir
David Kirke. After a victorious campaign against Quebec, Kirke received the favor of
Charles I and a syndicate headed by Kirke was granted Newfoundland in its entirety
(Prowse: 1895: 155-156). Using Ferryland as abase of operations, Kirke was quick to
establish himself as the proprietor of the settlement renaming it the Po01 Plantation. Not
long after Kirke's arrival to Ferryland a lengthy court battle between he and theCalverts
overcontrol of the settlement ensued. lnl642CivilwarbrokeoutinEngland,withthe
resulting execution of Charles I. David Kirke was a Royalist, and his support of the

overthrownkingresuitedinhisstandingtriaiinEngiandwhereinl654hedied in prison
(prowse: 1895: 158).
In David Kirke's absence, his wife the Lady Sara Kirke took control ofthe leadership

of the colony. In 1660 the Calvert family was once again restored the formal control of
the colony. However,throughouttllis period Sara Kirke continued as the acting
proprietor of the settlement (Gaulton:1997:4).

The period 1673-1696 saw two foreign attacks on the settlement by Dutch and French
forces. The 1673 Dutch attack destroyed a number of the Ferryland structures but was
relatively tame opposed to what was to come. In 1694 many of the Ferryland settlers
took part in an attack on the French

ewfoundJandsettlementofPlacentia. Two years

later the French,seekingretributionfortheEnglishattacksackedthecommunityof
Ferryland, destroying nearly all the structures and killing or capturing the inhabitants.
The prisoners worth ransoming were brought to Placentia, where the two Kirke sons
would later die in imprisonment, and the rest were shipped back to England

2.6 Ferryland in the Eighteenth Century
Following the 1696 French raid on the Ferryland settlement, the site sawitsonlybrief
period of abandonment. Following the brief hiatus, the community was once again
rebuilt in 1697. Although the area surrounding The Pool was again settled, the central

focus of the town had shifted to the mainland of the west, away from the narrow spit of

Little is currently known about the nature of the settlement in the early years of the
Is,hcentury.Thearchaeologyatthesitehasfocusedprimarilyonthe17,hcentury
componentofthesite,butinthecou~eofexcavationsanumberoflaterstructureshave

been located. Through the archaeology, we know there was at least one tavern in
operation during the first half of the IS'h century and there were no doubt domestic sites

Maps of the IS'h century comrnunity are relatively accurate, and reveaI the nature of
The Pool comrnunityat that time. Evident from Figure 2.3 below, at the middle of the

18 th century the Ferryland Pool contained a number of fishing stages, cultivated land, and
a multitude of other structures. From the turn of the century, Ferrylandexperiencedthe
rapidgrowththatwasoccurringelsewherein

ewfoundland and the British colonies in

general. The l8,h century saw increased trade with the New England colonies and greater
access toa large range of material objects.
The establishment and growth of new communities surrounding Ferryland created a
growing workforce and a larger market for the hospitalirybusiness of shops,taverns,and
other establishments to suit the growing populace. The material culture from the 18 th
century shows a steady increase in the types and quantities of wares availabIe in the

Chapter 3

3.1 Excavations at Ferryland
ThesitewasfIrstexaminedarchaeologicallyasfarbackasthel930sbyavisiting
entomologist from theCamegie Institute in Pittsburgh. In 1960, the Historic Sites and
Monument Board of Canada sent J.R. Harpertotestthesiteinsearchofl 7'h-century
materials. Later in the 1960s and 70s other exploratory excavations were carried 0 utat
the site sponsored by Memorial University of Newfoundland, and 17'"-century artifacts

It was not until the middle of the 1980s that any large scale testing of the site was
carried out. This fIeldwork, led by Dr. James A. Tuck of Memorial University tested a
much larger area of the site. Over three years the site was divided into different Areas A-

o with each being tested and revealing variousI7"'-cennrry components.

At that point it

became clear to the Memorial University archaeologists that the colony of Avalon had
been located,and much more had survived undisturbed than had been expected
(Tuck: 1996:24). Inaddition,Tuckrealizedthatinordertoinvestigate the site properly,
substantial time and resources would be necessary.
It was not until 1991 that the necessary funding for the project feU into place with the
signing of the Canada-Newfoundland Tourism and Historic Resources Cooperation
Agreement which ensured a multiyear investigation of the Ferrylandsite(Tuck:1996:29).
From 1991 to the present archaeological fIeldwork has been carried 0 ut at the site of the

Colony of Avalon in Ferryland. The following section will examine the various Areas of
the site included in this analysis, (see Fig.3.l) discussing the nature of the archaeological
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Area B was the first portion of the site investigated by Memorial University
archaeologists in 1984. This site is likely the same area that Harper excavated the test
pits in the late I950s (Tuck: 1996). Area B revealed rich deposits of artifacts from all
periods. InadditiontotheI7 th -andI8 th -centurymaterial,excavationsrevealedartifacts
from the 16 th -century seasonal Europeanfisheryandnativecomponents of the site. The
Beothuk Indians probably utilized The Pool area before European use,andremainsof

hearths and lithic tools were recovered. Also, both European and Beothuk materials were
found in the same strata, suggesting some kind of interaction (Tuck: I996:28)
Located in AreaB was a smithy or forge completed in 1622 and mentioned by
Wynne's letter to George Calvert in that same year (Wynne 7/28/1622). The forge
represented the first 17"'-centurystrIJcture located at the site in Ferryland. Nearby,
archaeologists exposed the cobbled street also mentioned in Wynne's lellers to Calvert
(Wynne 7/2811622)

AreaCisdirectlyadjacenttothepresentshoreofThePoolandrevealedanumberof
17 th _century structures. Included in the excavated features was a large stone constructed
sea wall that runs east-west along the early 17"'-centuryedge of the harbor. Also in Area
C, built on the eastern edge of the seawall was the foundation ofa multifunction structure
that served as a storehouse, cow house, and probably work areas for various activities
(Gaulton: 1997). At the western edge of the structure was discovered a stone-lined privy
that was "flushed" by the incoming water at high tide. Due to excellent preservation, the
privy proved a trove of information relating to the diet, health, and hygieneofthe
residents of Ferryland in the 17"' century.

Area D revealed the first domestic site uncovered during the excavations at Ferryland
(Tuck: 1996). Here a 17 th _century dwelling was located with a large single fireplace. The

construction of this residence took place some time near the mid-l 7'" century but was
clearly destroyed in the 1696 French raid of Ferryland (Crompton:2000:16). Nearbya
stone-lined well was located, and based on the artifacts recovered within,likelyis
associated with this dwelling. Additionally,late l7"'-centuryandearlylS"'-century
materials were located in Area D. Future excavations will reveal how this portion of the

AreaEislocatedduesoulhofThePoolontherisingslopeoftheFerrylandDowns.
In addition to the natural rise of the hill, there were a number of manmade mounds

present before excavation. An IS,h-centuryslructurewas located in Area E and the
artifacl assemblage consisted primarily of bottles, drinking vessels, and pipes dating from
the first half of the IS,hcentury. These artifacts, in addition toa number of porcelain
vessels, led to the interpretation of the structure as atavem.
Further excavation revealed a slructure that maybe associated with the I 7"'-century
defense of the community. The documentary evidence suggests this was the site of
Holman's fort, although there have currently been no military artifacts recoveredfrom
the location (Tuck: 1996). In addition, excavations in this area may eventually reveal the
originaldefensiveslructuresassociatedwithlheinitialcolonizationofFerryland.

Area F revealed many interesting aspects of life at Ferryland throughout the I?'"
century. The northeastern leg of the area revealed the original defensive ditch and
rampart of the early colony. Located at the base of the ditch were refuse deposits
associated with the earliest period of settlement. Excavations perpendicular to the
defensive structure unearthed a cobbled street that continued under the modem paved
road to the portion located in AreaB. Adjacent to the cobbled street were a number of
slructuresthathavebeen identified including the brew house and the Kirkeresidence.
Artifacts such as tobacco pipe bowls incised "DK;' a lead token with the same initials,
anda luxurious artifact assemblage clearly point to this structure be longing to David
Kirkeandhisfarnily. To the West of the Kirkehouse is another foundation with large
arnountsofassociated faunal material,possiblyrepresentingthekitchenofanolder

Excavations in 2004 revealed more of this slructure and tested the surrounding area
producing two additional foundations that represent three separate structures through the
reuse of existing walls. Currently, two of these buildings appear to date from the early
period ofseltlement at Ferryland. Thethirdstrucnrrewasactuallybuiltusingtwoofthe
existing walls for construction, and probably dates to the period after the 1696 French
raid at Ferryland.

AreaG is located directly south of The Pool and to the west ofAreaC. Here more of
theseawallflrstdiscoveredinAreaCwasunearthed,includinganolderseawall
contained in flll consisting of preserved wooden barrels forming the nonhern wall . Much
ofAreaGiscomposedofbeachsurfaceconsistingofcobbleandaslipwayprobably
datingfromthelSthcentury. Here a small rectangular structure was located dating from
thefLfsthalfofthe ISthcentury. The function of this building is not clear. Thereisno
evidence ofa flreplace but the artifact assemblage suggests the area was possibly used for
the irnbibingofalcoholic and caffeinatedbeverages.
Also located at the southernmost portion ofAreaG was a structure dating fromthe
earlyl700s. The small excavated portion of this building revealed a large, tile-lined
flreplace but unfortunately the structure extends under the modern road andexcavation

Much of the area surrounding The Pool has been backfilled at various tirnes to reclaim
land from the encroaching waterline. Many of the slructures across the site are located
below these mixed context features, and there are thousands of artifacts that have been
recovered from these disturbed layers. Although these materials have no archaeological
context, there have been many interesting flnds that have assisted in the interpretation of

Chapter 4

4.1 History of the China Trade

In no way is the exportation of Chinese porcelain synonymous with the Western
market. In order to understand the trade of porcelain with the West, we must examine the
much older origins of the exchange. When the ftrst Portuguese adventurers reached
Chinesesoil,therewasalreadyadeeplyrootedsystemoftradeineffect. It was this
established system that blossomed into the vast Chinese exportation to the West which

A surviving myth of the colonization of the world by European nations is the idea that
the Western powers spread across the globe to "uncivilized" locals, absorbing
commodities and subjugating the native populations. This insular view is particularly
preposterous when exarniningthe Chinese context. Prior to the IZ th century, China was a
already a dominant player in the world economy, perhaps not directly the Western world,
but in Asia, Africa, and the Middle-East. When Western Europe was drudging through
the dark ages, China was shaping the world through art, science, and technology.

The history of the Chinese Trade with the West is intimately tied with the long-time
tradition of manufacture and trade which developed for an entirelydifferent market, that
of Asia Minor and Africa. The early China trade was carried out in two primary modes.

Trade with the Middle East was primarily a land based exchange following the famous

shipping across the Indian Ocean to various ports in Africa and Asia.
It was during this period that the Chinese manufacturers of porcelain establishedthe

necessary methods of large scale prQduction and distribution. The Chinese were quick to
realize the business necessity when supplying foreign markets, to design and decorate the
wares according to the tastes of that aforementioned populace. Many of the ceramics
exported were decorated with Sanskrit characters for the Indian market andArabicforthe
Middle East and African (Carswell: 1985). It was this willingness to change production
and design forms that made the Chinese ceramic induslrysosuited for the various export

markets; consumers could have these wares that were at the same time exotic and

In many ways, it was this earlier export relationship that set the stagefortheopening
of the European market centuries later. In contrast to other locales in the 17'h or 18"'

centuries, that saw a sudden dramatic increase in demand for local commodities, and
required time to produce or obtain enough for the Westerndemand,Chinahadbeen
producing vast quantities of export material for centuries, and was quickl yable to satisfy

4.1.2 Medieval Trade to Europe
There was in fact porcelain making its way to Europe much earlier than is generally
acknowledged. It is likely that upon his return from the East, Marco Polo brought some

of the earliest porcelain into Europe. But even before Polo's historic voyage, in the early
13 th century there were isolated pieces of Chinese wares reaching the top elite of the
budding Western world. These pieces, extremely few in number, reached Europe via the
Silk Road or as diplomatic gifts from the Middle East and Africa (Whitehouse: 1972).
Therehavebeenafewftrmlydocuruentedorexcavatedwaresfrom13 th - IS th- century
sites across Europe (Whitehouse: 1972).

4.1.3 Portuguese Trade
The Portuguese were the ftrst European nation to import large quantities 0 fChinese
wares to the West. In ISI7, direct trade between China and Europe was established with
the posting of a Portuguese embassy in Peking (Palmer: 1976: I0). However, it was not
until the late IS70s that a permanent operation in Macao wasestablished. Duringthe
Ming Dynasty, Europeans were denied trade access to the Chinese mainland partially
becauseofthebehaviorofthePortugueseintheearlyl6,hcentury(Mudge:1986:22).
The nature of the Portuguese trade of Chinese goods was more focused on inter-Asian
trade, often carrying out affairs in a clandestine manner (Palmer: 1976:10). The wares
that were being shipped back entered byway of the port of Lisbon, and this was the
sourcefornearlyalltheEuropeanporceiainintheI6'hcentury(palmer:1976:10).
UnfortunatelyfortheotherEuropeancountries,Lisbonwasclosedtoforeiguvesselsin
IS9S. This loss of access was really one of the crucial events that pushed otherEuropean
nations to seek a foothold of their own in the East (Palmer: 1976: 10).

4.1.4 Dutch East India Company
The Dutch East India Company (YOC) was formed at the beginning of the 17'h
century, partially in response to the lost Portuguese connection. The Dutch, focusing
mainly on trade to Europe rather than within Asia were quick to exceed the scope of the
Portuguese and Spanish importation "f Chinese wares. According to Palmer (1976: 10),
by 1657 the Dutch had imported more than three million piecesofporcelain to Europe.
By 1800 the YOC had supplied as many as 43 million pieces (Berg:2003:236). These are
staggering numbers especially considering the Dutch were primarily purchasing Asian
spices. The Dutch trade was focused at the city of Batavia on the islandof'Java until the
l8'hcentury. Typically, Dutch vessels would begin the voyage to China in the winter
months, taking advantage of the easterly winds around Africa. Arriving in Batavia, the
cargo of spices, porcelain, and other goods would be deliveredbyChinesevesselssailing

4.1.5 English East India Company
Initially, the English were apprehensive about foreign trade in the East. A 1621
discourse on trade (Mun:1621) was written in response to claims that the trade to the East
consumed the wealth and manpower of England and that the Eastern trade was not
profitable. The great profit of trading with the Eastern world, based on the growing
wealth of the Portuguese and Dutch, turned the British gaze eastward to establish direct

England's first trade dominance came in India, the source of most of the British
Eastem goods in the 17"'century. Even after China was opened to the English and the
establishment of trading ports in Bantam and Madras, porcelain was never the focus of
the exchange. Spices, tea, and textiles were the main imports throughout the extensive
trade in both India and China. As with many of the other East India companies, porcelain
was second to the other goods in the trade, and was often referred to as ballast. It is true
that these ceramics were stored below the teas and textiles to keep them from water
damage in the bowels of the ships, but it is important to remember that thesewares
supplied much of the profit of these voyages to China.
With the founding of the second Honorable East India Company around the tum of the
IS'" century the English trade with China exceeded even the Dutch, sending nearly SOO
vessels from 1700 to ISOO(Palmer:1976:11). Much of the porcelain reaching England,
especially during the early years of the trade was theresultofprivatepurchases. Not to
be confused with private vessels trading between China and the West, many of the cargos
of porcelain included in the freight of the East Indiamen were the purchasesoftheship
officers. Many of the crew traveling to China realized the profit that could be made from
importing these wares, and British law allowed the private importation of certain Eastern
goods, including porcelain
After 1710 the European trade companies were allowed direct access to mainland
China. This new agreement was extremely restrictive, forcing all the European nations to
establish trade houses in Guangzhou,justdown river of the decorating centerofCanton.

Subject to Chinese law, business was carried out accordingly by the EuropeanEastIndia
Companies (Mudge: 1986:22).

The importation of Chinese products into Europe and the West is fairly well
documented in both the 17"' and 18"' centuries. Unfortunately, the following phase of
trade to North and South America is very poorly recorded in the annals of history.
Chinese porcelain was making its way to the Americas from the early days of European
settlement. Excavations from Spanish sites in Florida, Mexico, and the West Indieshave
recovered porcelain from contexts as early as the IS"' century (Deagan:1987). The
Dutch,FrenchandEnglishcolonieswerealsoacquiringthesewaresearly in the 17"'
century (Mudge:1986) (Wilcoxen: 1987).
One of the earliestdocumentcd pieces of porcelain was actually seen by Edward
Waterhouse, one of the initial colonists at Jamestown in 1622. Evidently, when visiting a
ativeAmerican community on the Potomac River, in the possession ofthevillage
leader was a small "China box". This piece was reportedly traded from across a great
rivertothewest(theMississippi)andwasoriginallyacquiredlikelythroughtheSpanish
colonies (Mudge: 1986:87). It is interesting that atone of the earliest English attempts to
colonize the "new world" there were already porcelain objects theretogreetthem.
Inadditiontothearchaeologicallyrecoveredporcelain,thereisarichdocumentary
record of these wares in the various colonies. The richest examples come from the

ew

England probate records of the 17"' century. Documents relating to Boston as early as the

I640s list "Chaynie Dishes" and "Cheyney Plates" in wealthy households of the growing
urban center (Mudge: 1986:104-105). Examples of porcelain inNew England probates
continue throughout the 17'h and 18,hcenturies(Stone:1970).
Interestinglyenough,despite the rich textual proof of porcelain inthesecolonies, there
has yet to be any unquestionable 17ih-eenturyporcelainrecoveredfrom

ewEngland

archaeological excavations (Mudge: 1986: 104). The lack of authenticated early porcelain
from New England is probably not retlective of the materials that have actually been
recovered. It seems likely that 17,h-centuryporcelain has been excavated but never
properly identified. However, this lack of documented porcelain places the Ferryland
17 th -century objects as the oldest porcelain recovered from an Englishsite north of
Maryland.
The documentary and archaeological records show that porcelain was reaching the
colonies from the time of the earliest British settlement of North America. Additionally,
these two sources further show the escalation in porcelain on these sites beginning with
the turn of the 18 th century and steadily rising as the decades passed. Thedocurnentation
of the actual routes these wares took to get to the settlements is not as clear. This
researchexarnined the existing trade networks supplying the coloniesinordertoaccess
the porcelain trade that was taking place.

InthecaseofFerryland,thedocumentationoftradedoesexisttoasmalIextent. The
recorded transactions nearly always are foodstuffs and other primary goods relating to

sustenance or fishing as a livelihood. Glass wares, tobacco pipes, and ceramics are rarely
mentioned,and objects as specific as porce!ain are simply not recorded. Porcelain has
always been a luxury item; even near the middle of the 18'" century these goodswere
more expensive than the other ceramics on the market. Porcelain was in the homes of
Ferryland, and it had to come from somewhere. The following pages will discuss some
of the likely paths of this ceramic to Newfoundland. In reality, these wares were
reaching the community by a number of different paths over time. A combination of the
following factors is where the truth most likely lies.

4.2.2 Personal Cargo
Specifically in the first fifty years of the occupation of the site many of the few
porcelain items possessed at Ferryland were probably brought overwiththeowners
themselves. Particularly with the objects made in the very early 17'hcentury, thereis
really no evidence that would back up trade to

ewfoundland of these extreme luxury

goods. It makes more sense that the elite of the colony would have owned these items
previous to settling in North America and would have brought the objects with them
when they arrived. AccordingtoMudge(1986:I05)mostoftheearlyI7,h-century
porcelain mentioned in New England probates was likely purchased in Londonand
brought over with the colonists.

In the early years of the colony, the majority of the goods shipped inwere primarily
for the construction, and survival of the settlers. It is to be expected that there were
infrequent shipments and orders of items not necessary for survival, but there is no

surviving documentation. In the early 17"' century if there were luxury goods entering
the colony, vessels coming directly from Europe seem the likely source. At this point,
the New England ports were probably not dealing in goods such as Chinese export

porcelain.

4.2.3 Direct European Trade
Notjustinthe17"'centurybutalsointheIS t ",itseemslikelythatthere was some
porcelain coming into

ewfoundlandonthefishingandtradingvesselsoutboundfrom

Britain and other European ports. Of the hundreds of seasonal fishing shipS in
Newfoundland waters, there must have been some exchange of Chinese ceramics.
There was certainly the trade of other ceramic types between the seasonal fishing
fleets and the local Newfoundland population. These British ships would sail to
Newfoundland for the seemingly inexhaustible cod fishery and selI the prepared fish in
Europe or Spain. lnordertoprofittothefulIest,thesevesselswouldbringshipmentsof
foodstuffs and other commodities to trade with the yearlong residents of the various
ewfoundlandoutports
Porcelain wouldbea relatively rare commodiry for exchange but there was surely a
market for these wares in the Newfoundland settlements. It does not seem unlikely that
smalI amounts of the Chinese wares were reaching the colonies via the European fishing

AnotherdirectEuropeansourceofporcelainwastheactualtradevesseIs that supplied
the settlements throughout the

It" and 1S t" century. The British Customs and Excise

Registryofl73S-l739 is currently the only document relating to the actual trade of
porcelain to Newfoundland, mentioning "China Ware" that was shipped to the island
(Customs 3/4 1-7-3-1). It seems likely that given the period, the above terrn is describing
porcelain and not another European ceramic. Even when ceramics were pan of trading
cargos, they were generally a smallponion of the overall goods being shipped. These
small quantities often led to the neglect of recording these materials in inventories and

4.2.4 New England Trade
The number one source of porcelain for

ewfoundland,specificallyinthe IS,hcentury

was probably New England and other Nonheast colonies. As the Ith century progressed
the New England colonies continued to grow and prosper. As the populations and wealth
grew (often because of the fisheries and trade) so did the demand forexoticandluxury
goods. The market for Chinese porcelain in Boston, Salem, Ponsmouth,etc,wasno
different than in communities such as FerrylandinNewfoundland. However, the trade
networks based on population and wealth were much more profitable fo rlarge
imponations of these specific ceramics.
RatherthandirecttradebetweenEnglandand

ewEnglandforaccesstotheporcelain

market, the Chinese ceramics reaching New England were probably coming from the
Caribbean. There is some documentation of illicit trade in porcelain between New
England merchants and the Dutch-controlled islands of the West Indies. The Dutch were
historically linked to largearnounts ofexpon porcelain wares in their coloniesinNonh

America. In both the Caribbean and New Amsterdam there are many historical
documents and archaeological materials substantiatinggenerous amounts of porcelain in
DutchhouseholdsintheI7'handearlyI8'hcentury(Mudge:1986).
Specific trade embargos surrounding porcelain, teas, and other exotic goods made the
trade between the British and Dutch colonies illegal. However, the legalities were never
the defining characteristics of North American trade. According to Bailyn (1955: 130) in
the middle of the 17'hcentury"the London merchants and Westcountrymen suspected
the New England merchants of using Newfoundland as a base for smuggling operations
with the French and Dutch ships willing to dispose of foreign manufactures." It would
not be surprising if this was another means for some of the earlyporcelain discovered at
Ferryland.
The New England connection with Newfoundland can be traced to the earliest British
colonization of the island. Throughout the 17'h and 18,hcenturies,muchofthegoods
reaching Newfoundland and Ferryland were coming from New England based vessels.
Although there are no direct references to New England ships bringingporcelaininto
Ferryland or Newfoundland, there are many hints to the probable importation. There
were definitely ships trading with Newfoundland communities from Salem, Boston,
Portsmouth, Connecticut, and New York. Of the merchants to whom these vessels
belonged, many had dealings in London and the West Indiesandporcelaincargoscould
easily have come from either of those ports of call.

In the middle of the 17'h century, the existing trade between Newfoundland and New
England was strengthened by the instillation of the British Navigalionacls. Evidently,

because of the unoflicial status of the island as a colony, the laws werenot,orcouldnot
be strictly applied (Head: 1976: I I I). Therefore, rather than trading for lesser profit in
other ports, many of the New England merchants would unload cargos of taxable goods
in Newfoundland. Even with the increased New England trade, the entire 17"' century
saw Britain as the largest exporter of goods to the Newfoundland settlements.
The 18"' century saw a marked increase in the amount of trade berween Newfoundland
and New England. Head (1976:100) notes that from 1677 to 1740 the American trading
vessels began to dominate the Newfoundland trade offoodstuffs and Iumber. In the early

18'h century many traders from the American colonies would sail from one settlement to
the next, exchanging an assortment of goods with individuals rather than contacts in the
major ports (Head: 1976: 121). One individual trading specifically with Ferryland during
the first quarter of the 18"' century was Captain William Pickering of Salem. He has
recorded sales with many of Ferryland's inhabitants, sellingawiderangeoffoodstuffs
and other goods. Porcelain is not mentioned,butconsidering merchants such as
Pickering and others, itis likely that some of the wares were being sold in this manner
Another possible source of these wares in

ew England was from ceramics merchants

located in Boston and other major port cities in North America. These merchant houses
generally had London connections and dealt in all manner of ceramics, glassware,and
tableware. The following document relates to the purchase of ceramics from a Boston
Merchant by a Massachusetts shop owner in 1757. This record offers a glimpse of some
of the available wares during this period. Listings such as "5 doz Tee cups & Saucers,"

"5

Y,

pI. brown mugs," "3 largest bowls, 4 Do Smaller, 3 Do Smallest" show the great

diversity in ceramics available to the New Englanders at this period (1757:Williams
Papers:Box3:Folder6). Although none of these ceramics is necessarily porcelain,we
know from these and other similar purchases that nearly any ceramic could be purchased

Considering the growing trade relationship between New England and Newfoundland
in the IS'hcentury, we can assume that these kinds of wares were also availabletothe
inhabitants of Fertyland. Althoughtheabovementioneddocumentdatesfroml757,itis
representative of the availability of various wares in New England from around the tum
oftheIS"centuty.
A fmal thought on the nature of the porcelain trade with Newfoundland was specialty
orders. Because these wares were considerably more expensive than other

contemporaneous ceramics, it is likely that much of what was reaching Fertyland was
ordered by individuals living in Newfoundland from the New England merchants
commonly trading in the area. Unfortunately, the likelihood of survival for any
documentation discussing these special orders is quite slim,but it is safe to say that it
occasionally took place.

Another form of illicit trade taking place in North America was between the English
and French colonies. Although these two European powers were almost constantly at
war in the two centuries of study, there was no doubt trade between the settlements.
Considering the placement of Newfoundland in regard to the French controlled

settlements of North America, the existence of trade relationships makes too much sense
to discard. Although it seems unlikely that there was much trade during wartime years,
after peace the exchange no doubt picked up again. The nature of trade shows that where
there is a markel, legal or not, exchange will take place.
The existence ofa number of identical vessels in Ferryland and Frenchcontrolled
Louisbourg, potentially points to trade between the two colonial settlements in the first
halfoftheIS"'century. Although there is noway of proving this direct exchange given
no documentary evidence, it is cenainlya possibility that must be considered.

Onecenainty for the occurrence of porcelain in Newfoundland was that it reachedthe
community of Ferryland by many different methods. All the trade sources listed above
,h

most likely took place at one time or another in the 171h and lS centuries. However,
there were probably exchange relationships that took place moreoftenthan others over
the history of the settlement.
lntheI7"'century,themajorityoftherelativelyfewporcelainobjectsat Ferryland
were part of the personal cargo of the inhabitants of the community. At that point, there
was not enough of a market for these wares in Newfoundland and it seems unlikely that
many pieces were being traded with the colony. The few pieces of Chinese ceramics that
did arrive at the colony not already associated with the inhabitants probably came via the
Westlndies. Archaeology at Port Royale, Jamaica has revealed a strong trade in 17'h_

century porcelain as a result of the direct trade of these luxury goods from England and
the proximity to Dutch settlements in the Caribbean (Dewolf: 1998).
The majority of the 18 th _century porcelain in Ferrylandwas likely coming from the
growing trade with the New England colonies. As the 18 th century progressed, there was
increased demand for these wares in Boston, Portsmouth, etc. and these same
communities were increasingly more connected with the Newfoundland settlements
Although the direct trade with Great Britain was also a factor at this time, the majority of
those goods were strictly provisional, while the New England merchants had the
available supply of luxury items closer to the Newfoundland population.
These trade relationships must all be considered,butgiven the nature of the China
trade and the trade withNewfoundland,there are certain relationships that had more ofa
bearing at various times. The reality is that there are virtually no records that mention the
trade of ceramics let alone porcelain. Therefore, we must examine the nature of the

general trade in order to reveal the likely patterns of exchange that were taking place.

ChapterS

Chinese porcelain is a ceramic which influenced the fonns and designs of thepotlery
wares of the West for centuries. To understand the history of porcelain manufacture is to
catch a glimpse at thousands of years of Chinese ceramic evolution from thestoneware
and porcelain of the late T'ang dynasty as early as AD 883, the developments duringthe
Sung, and fmally the production of the semi-translucent porcelains which promoted the
lustofwestemmerchantsfromtheearlylS"'century. Taking into account that the first
true porcelain manufactured in Europe probably didn't take place until the 17'" century,
the Chinese history of manufacture is thoroughly impressive. For the purpose of keeping
this study to a single lifetime, this background of porcelain manufacture will begin with
the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).
With the begirmingofthe Ming Dynasty the ceramic manufacturing centre of
Jingdezhen in the Jiangxi Province became the foremost site fortheproductionof
porcelain (see map Fig. 5.1 on following page). Although wares continued to be made
elsewhere in China during this period, nearly all the expon wares to the West were
created there. In the middle of the 17'" century civil war broke out in China and the Ming
Dynasty was ovenhrown and replaced by the Qing under the leadership of the Manchus.
During this period the imperial kilns in Jingdezhen were destroyed and the European
merchants in the East were forced to look elsewhere for porcelain

In the 1680s the kilns were reopened under the Qing emperor Kangxi. With the new
dynastY,thekilncommunityofJingdezhensawanotherexplosioningrowth.Travelingto
Jingdezhen at the time, Pere d'Entrecolles wrote; ''The town was then about four miles
around,with a population of about a million people,all,practicallyspeaking,connected
in some way or other with the porcelain industry. As mentioned, there had previously
been 300 kilns; now there were 3000 (Eberlein and Ramsdell: I925:69)." It was not long
before the European vessels were back seeking porcelain wares.

The key to the manufacture of porcelain is the ingredients used tocreate the ceramic
body. The mystery of porcelain fabrication eluded the European pottery industry and
spurred the development of ceramic technologies in the West. There are two primary
ingredients required to make porcelain, petuntse and kaolin. Kaolin is fme white silica
clay, no different from the white pipe clays used in Europe for the manufactureof
tobacco pipes in the 17'h and 18'hcenturies. This particular kind of fine clay was initially
an igneous rock created by the extreme heating processes of the earth. Eons of erosion
and environmental exposure caused the unstable minerals such as feldspar,orthoclase,
and plagioclase to break down from the more durable materials (Brankston: 1938:61). As
these particles were broken down by the elements, they were washed from the parent
rock and collected to eventually forrn kaolin clay deposits. Petuntseisprirnarilythesame
material as kaolin, except at an earlier stage of mineral decompos ition
(Brankston:1938:6I). This mineral contains both the quartz or silica and the feldspar that
the igneous rocks originally contained. These two ingredients are necessary to allow
porcelain vessels to be created and flIed. The kaolin clay allows the ponerto form and
shape thecerarnic vessels, while the ground petuntse,containing feldsparallowsthe
vessels to reach the high firing that enables the body to essentiaIlybecome a glass.

5.3 Preparation
Once the raw materials necessary for the porcelain body had been gathered they were
combined in relatively equal amounts and shaped into large bricks and allowed to dry and

settle fora period ofa few weeks. This period of preparation is in stark contrast to the
perceived years of curing thought necessary by early Europeans viewing this process.
Once the porcelain clay was ready, the bricks or loaves were given to the potter for the
shaping and turning of the vessels. Throughout the l7'h and l8'h century porcelain wares
were made on a wheel being spun boy the potter manually. With the precision of a
lifetime producing pottery, nearly identical vessels were quicklyshapedandformedon
the potter's wheel.
Following the throwing of the desired vessel form, the piece was passed on to another
worker who fit the overturned vessel to the appropriate mold to furtheri nsdretheprecise
dimensions. Following a day or so of drying, the semi-hardened vessel was placed on the
potter's wheel for a second time where it was trimmed to the desired thickness and shape.

S.4UnderglazeDecoration
After the vessel had been turned, molded, and trimrnedcame the application of the
cobalt blue decoration. The raw cobalt is actually black, and the vessel design appears
verydifTerent from what the finished product will look like. The decorator painted the
designwithathickbrush,onlytouchingasmall portion of the instrumenttotheclay
With adeptness difficult to imagine the artist turned the vessel with onehandwhile
decorating with the other giving the piece the concentric rings or rim d ecorationso
commonly encountered on these wares.
Often the decorating process would entail a number of different artists, all painting a
unique aspect of the design. On many pieces of Chinese porcelain the difTerent

individuals hand can be observed across a single design. Forexample;onalandscape
motif the first worker would paint the islands and overall scene, another would paint the
houses or pagodas, a third would apply the trees and other fauna, and thenthelastwould
paint the figures in boats and birds flying in the background. This process was partially
responsible for the uniformity found on the Chinese export wares. Eachworkerwould
have specific aspects of the design to add and although therewouldbesomehuman
variation, the explicit portion of the design would always be present
Once the underglazecobalt had been added, the next step in the process was to add the
glaze. Porcelain is not porous and because it will not absorb water, a glaze is not
necessary. However, much of the appeal of porcelain was the exterior shine; therefOfe

the unglazed vessel would be dipped in a vat of the liquid glaze composed primarily of
ground feldspar.

5.5 Firing Process
After the decoration was applied, the wares moved on to the firing process. Generally
the kiln was made of brick and roughly twenty feet by thirty feet with a high narrow
entrance (Brankston:1938:70). The unfired vessels would be stacked and placed in the
kiln. The fires of the kiln were fed with bundles of sticks foraperiodoftwenty-four
hours, keeping the temperature between 1400 and 1500 degrees centigrade. Aftera
cooling period of two days the kiln door was removed after allowing time for the cobalt
decorations to oxidize in the oxygen free environment, resulting in the characteristic blue

decoration (Brankston:1938:72). Too much oxygen in the firing environment resulted in
an almost black decoration that can be seen in archaeological colIections

5.6 Overglaze Decoration
Specifically in the 18"' century it.was common for additional decoration to be applied
after the ftringand on top of the glaze. Similar to the nature of cobalt, many of the raw
overglaze enamels were not representative of the colors of the end produc!. This took the
additional skill of the artisan to visualize the finished piece in orderto get the desired
decorative color scheme. Many nfthese undecorated wares were shipped tn Canton
-':here they would be decorated according to the Western demand. Following the
overglaze decoration, another cooler ftringwas necessary to fix thedecoration and reveal

These overglaze enamels are often lost in the burial environmentbecauseofthe
overglaze nature. As Noel Hume (1969b:259) points out, often the only way to know if
there was at one time decoration is to hold the fragment at an angle underastrongligbt
source. Many of the seemingly undecorated orunderglaze blue porcelain fragments in
archaeological collections at one point had additional overglaze enamels. This is an
important factor given the varied price of the different decorated wares discussed in
chapter eleven.

[n the 17'" and 18'" century, there was one major element which set Chinese ceramic
production apart from that of the West. For centuries China has had production centers
forvariousproductssuchasmetalwork,stone, or of course ceramics. These
communities, and in the case of Jingdezhen enonnous centers, were home to populations
that lived, ate, and breathed the production of one commodity. When there were
hundreds of thousands of individuals living in one place, spendingtheirentirelives
producing porcelain, a type of consistent, quality production 0 ccurredthatwasunrivaled
in the world. Although the ceramics exported into the West were handmade and
decorated there is a mechanical consistency that rivaled the industrial revolution in the
Western world. A change in production occurs when from a young age all one knows is
the fabrication ofacertain product. When everyone in your family, every neighbor, and
practically everyone you had ever seen did one thing and one thing only, there was a skill
that evolved that could not be rivaled anywhere else in the world.
Herein lays one of the greatest misconceptions surrounding the natureofporcelain. A
number of noteworthy archaeologists have discounted the validity of accurately dating
blue and white Chinese porcelain based on the hand painted decorations. These wares,
although hand painted and diverse abide by very strict decorative guidelines.Itisthe
standardized manufacturing process of the Chinese production centersthatoffersso
much potential for dating these wares.

Chapter 6

The key to identifying and understanding the variation in Chinese porcelain is in the
decorative elements of this ceramic. When first coming into contact with these wares, the

variation and range of the decorative elements seems virtuallyendless. However, there is
order to the seeming chaos of the designs. The challenge is breaking into the symbolism,
and understanding why and where these designs are found on the variousporcelain

The Chinese porcelain analyses that have been carried out in the past have fallen short
of the potential inforrnation these ceramics have to offer. Typically the studies which
have actually focused on these wares have been in the fields of art history or the
decorative arts. These studies have failed to access the great potential of these objects in
two distinct ways. The first shortcoming is in the collections which have been the focus
of the study. As all historical archaeologists know, the assemblages of ceramics which
do survive in private collections and museums are not generally typi cal of what
individuals actually owned in the past. There is always a reason why objects survive to
the present. Often these reasons include the high quality of the object which results in the
generational passing down of the item. Chances are, and the archaeological record backs
it up, that most surviving ceramics are not the typical run of the mill wares which would

For a ceramic such as porcelain, which was never the most ordinary sort of ware, we
still see the rarest and finest of vessels are the ones which survive to the present. This is
so much the case, that there isso little known about average export wares,that
archaeologyisreallytheonlysourceofinformationonthiskindofcerarnic.
Thesecondshortcomingofthed~corativeartsanaJysisofporcelaincollectionsisthe

language used in discussing the omarnental aspects of porcelain. This too is the problem
of archaeologists dealing with this form of ceramic, in the fewcasesthat researchers
actually have. The descriptions of the design aspectsarecold,vague, and of little hel pto
those attempting to understand the variation and meaning in porcelain designs. Rather
than truly exarnining the diverse floral decorations, the descriptions coldly state floral,
landscape,figural,etc.Thesedescriptionsaresufficientforthecatalogers in the field,
butarecompletelynegligentwhencarryingoutresearchbasedonthis ceramic.
SimilarlyarchaeoJogists give the same generic labels to the designs on these wares. I
tooarn guilty of these trends when first looking at the porcelain coliectionsofFerryland.
As archaeologist we so often seek cold scientific formulas fordescribingandcataloguing
the objects we encounter. Perhaps these kinds of descriptions are considered acceptable
for describing European wares, but it is not sufficient for Chinese porcelainresearch.
The porcelain designs and symbols all have unique data to offer the researcherthatis
willing to go beyond the most basic of descriptions and attempt to get at the meaning of
the porcelain decorations to the Chinese who created them.

6.2 Types of Decorations
The archaeological perception ofa seemingly infinite variety ofhand-painted designs
on Chinese porcelain is largely a falsehood. There is most certainly a great diversity in
the porcelain decorations, but the current lack of any design database is largely a result of
the void in research regarding this ce,ramic type. The deception is that archaeologists
view the collection of these wares from a single site, and upon comparison all the wares
appear different. This is sometimes the case, but as more collections are examined and
published the supporting material will show the strictdesignsthat are present throughout
most of the 1600sand 1700s. The museum and private collections can only help
archaeologists in rare cases; the only answer is the production 0 fa database of the
different collections of average export archaeological porcelain. The challenge is to go
beyond the generic descriptions and search for the meaningful roots of the designs.

6.2.1 Diaper Patterns and Border Designs
Many of the rirn designs commonly encountered are based on diaper patterns. These
groups of reoccurring decorative shapes are deeply rooted inChineseartwork.
Unfortunately for dating purposes, these patterns are seen on porcelain throughout the
17'h and 18'h centuries, and far earlier. However there do appear to be certain trends that
take place at different time periods. Many of the diaperpanerns can be traced back to the
dawn of Chinese artwork and are symbols of natural forces. A repeated swastika pattern

is symbolic of the

fOUf

directions while the "thunder pattern" "cloud," or "wave pattern"

hold obvious meanings (see Appendix I). Many of the oldest designs, such as the three

examples listed above, are representative of the natural forces at work in the world. This
symbolism is what one would expect from a largely agricultural society
(Williarns:1974:ll7). Other diaper variations include various trellis designs, repeated
lozenge designs, scrolls, etc. The swastika, thunder, and scroll designs have the deepest

roots in Chinese symbolism and are ~ore commonly seen on the 1t h-century wares
After large scale trade with the West began, there was more ofa shift away from these
traditional designs. In the first quarter of the IS'hcentury there was an outburst in the
types of diaper patterns used on porcelain. Often depicted on porcelain during this period
are the "cloud scroll" and "diarnond trellis" patterns. The wave pattern is generally seen
during the first quarter of the IS'h century while the diamond trellis or some variation is
seenthroughoutthefirstthreequartersofthe1700s. Probably the most common rim
decoration in the 18'hcentury, the trellis borders were decorated in various ways in
conjunction with assorted other decorative aspects.
Anotherirnportant rirn decoration on export wares consists ofvariousfloralaspects.
OnespecificdesignseeninthesecondquarterofthelS,hcenturyisthe"mimosa"pattern
that was copied extensively by British potters (Horvath: 1979:21 ). This pattern consists
offour floral clusters with emanating sprigs ofleaves. Additionally, there are many rim
designsconsistingofverystylizedleavesandflowersofteninconjunctionwithBuddhist
and Taoist symbols.

6.2.2 Landscapes
There are specific landscape scenes encountered as designs on Chinese export wares.

designs. Althoughtheporcelainwasoftendecoratedbyhand,andlikelybyanumberof
different individuals, there are certai? elements which are alwa yspresentinagiven
design. Thisisafactor,forallthepattems,whichoftenenablesidentification with only
small archaeological fragments. This is a reason why it is again so important to have a
strong database of Chinese wares available to aid in the identificationofarchaeological

A common design encountered is a variation of the land and riverscape scene. There
is not one specific pattern including the water and land,butthroughthespecificelements
presem the different patterns can be clarified. Within the variation of design forms, there
are very specific elements which define the pattern as a whole (Campbell, pers. comm.
2004).
Many of the landscape designs are based on Chinese paintings from the preceding

centuries. There are avast number of Chinese paintings surviving from variolls p eriods
and often porcelain designs would be based on famous or popular artwork. An analysis
of Chinese art reveals many similarities between the porcelain decorations and the
Chinese art world as a whole. In some cases the actual original paimingand artist can be
identified through the porcelain design.

Various animals are another popular decoration on Chinese porcelain. As with many
of the other designs, the different animals have different meanings in Chinese society.
On Mingporcelain, specifically the so-called "lcraakwares", deer and cranes are found in
great numbers often set ina larger la,ndscape pattem. These animals represent sentiments
of luck, wealth, and good will. Often the meaning of the flora or fauna was based on the
Chinese pronunciation of the name. Many words that sounded similar to others would be
attributed the meaning of the second word,this was often the case for the meaning behind
various plants and animals (Pierson:2001). Alsoduringthisperiod,thedragonand
phoenix are commonly decorated on porcelain. These animals as decoration are also
found on the wares ofQingdynasty, but there are stylistic differences that can be a key to
the time which the specific vessels were made. A number of different insects are also
common decorations (see Fig. 6.1) including locusts, dragonflies,andbutterflies. The
locust in particular was a symbol of fertility based on the vast numbersoftheseinsects
that arrive seasonally.

6.2.4 Figural Themes
Figures were a common theme on porcelain vessels from the Ming dynasty on.
However, there is a marked increase in this kind of decoration taking place during the
Kangxiperiod(1662-l720)butevenmorespecificallyaroundI700. Figural porcelain
primarily includes religious themes and stories from Chinese folklore and mythology.
Often Chinese religious figures, such as the Eight Immortals (The Taoist gods), would be
depicted and the rich database of Chinese artwork can aid in identification. These
designscanbesospecificthatevenasmallportionoflhedecoratedfigureoften
facililales identification and dating of the vessel.

One of the motifs most commonly encountered on porcelain are flowers. The Chinese
artistsanddecoratorsofceramicsportrayeddozensofdifferenlfloralarrangementson
their wares in accordance to the Buddhist and Taoist beliefs in theirbeneticialpowers.
The identitication of the kinds offlo;vers, plants, and trees portrayedonporcelaincan
assist the researcher in the identiticalion of the overall design. Oftenspecitic
arrangements of flora are depicted in the same design. So, even if there isonlya
fragmentarypieceoflhedecorationavailable,theoverallpanemwilloften be revealed.
In addition, the different flowers had different meanings to the Chinese audience, and

positive identitication illuminates certain themes that are temporallyspecitic. The
following examples of floral decorations offers a glimpse at the great potentialporcelain
has to offer researchers into the symbolism found on these objects.

The lotus is an important flower to the Buddhist religion and is a common decorative
motif on porcelain vessels. SeenonmanyoftheI7,h- andI S"'-centurywares,thelotusis
of great importance to Chinese society. The lotus symbolizes the rise from earthly
consciousness to enlightenment. The lotus grows in wet, muddy areas, and the
emergence from the muck and transforrnation into beauty is alsorepresentativeofthe
spring. In addition to the lotus flower, the blossoms and leaves are also incorporatedinto
Chinese designs, often seen as border decorations. The stylized lotus flowers known as
baoxiangare often seen on porcelain vessels from all periods but primarilyuptothetirst

quarter of the 18 Ih century(Pierson:2001:85). The example pictured in Figure 6.2 is the
interior decoration of a c.1740 teabowl featuring a flower arrangement with a lotus flower
at the base with associated grapevines/grapes and a stylized chrysanthemumprobably
representing the spring.

6.3.2 "Three Friends of Winter" (Bamboo, Plum, and Pine)
Bamboo, Plum, and Pine are often depicted together on Chinese porcelain and other
artwork. These three trees all retain their foliage in the cold seasonsand are thus
representative of the winter and Jongevity. A popular decorative motifin the 1700s, it is
often seen specifically towards the middJe of the century.
Bamboo is an integral part of the landscape and seen in all aspects of Chineseart,
bamboo holds important meaning. A component of the "Three Friends of Winter"
design, bamboo is a symbol of longevity based on the hardy nature of the plant. Another

symbol of the winter season, the plum is often depicted in the friends of winter motif.
The plum was used medicinally by the Chinese and carried a number of symbolic
meanings. The third component of the design, the pine had a number of important
meanings to the Chinese public. A result of the coniferous nature of the pine, itisa
symbol of longevity, persistence, and self-discipline (Fang:2004:151). Often seen in
landscapelhemes,thepineisverymuchpartoftheChineselandscape and played a role
in the mythology of the countryside. A visiting European to China in the 181h century
made the observation of his surroundings that there were: " ... Iittle gardens and crooked
trees, which the Chinese have naturally designed on some of their japannedandChinaware "(Stevenson: 1965: 191)

The peach isa symbol often seen on the Chinese export wares of the earIy 171h
century, more specifically the Wan Liperiod. Representative of longevity, marriage, and
immortality, the peach is another important symbol to the Chinese public (Seyssel: 1949).
Also, due to the blossoming buds of the peach tree, this fruit isrepresentativeofthe
spring. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show a late 171h _/early 181h -century saucer from Ferryland

with a central peach decoration sUITounded by floral sprigs and a thunder pattern border
design.

6.3.4 Peony
An important symbol to the Buddhist and Chinese, the peony is representative of late

spring/early summer as a decorative theme. In decorative combination with the pnmlls
(plum),chrysanthemurn, and lotus, this theme is representative of the four seasons of the
year (Fang:2004:43). A symbol of prosperity, the peony is otlen seen in conjunction with
other flora for more specific meanings. Decorative themes displaying the peony in
combination with the peach,hibiscus, etc. generally represent an aspiration for wealth in
life or the household (Fang:2004:l47)

6.3.5 Chrysanthemum
The chrysanthemum is a floral motif that is commonly seen on Chinese porcelain,
specifically in the 18'" century with large central decorations of this flowe r. Used in tea
and for medicinal purposes, the chrysanthemum played an important role inChineselife
(Fang:2004:44). In addition to the

p~ysical

use, this flower held important symbolic

meaning for the Chinese. Like many of the other flowers, the chrysanthemum was
symbolic ofa specific season, in this case late summer/early fall (Fang:2004:43).
Additionally, the chrysanthemum is representative ofa life of qualityandgenerosity
(Fang:2004:43). Sopopularwasthisdecorativemotifthatinthemiddleofthel8,hmany
of the export vessels were decorated exclusively with chrysanthemumsand peonies.

6.4 Symbolism
The most important difference between the imagery depicted on Chinese ceramics in

comparison with the European wares is the intrinsic meaning in the Asian objects
Nearly every decorative aspect found on porcelain is an irnportantcommentaryon
Eastem culture and religion. This is not to say that the European counterparts are purely
decorative, there are no doubt meanings behind many of the designs fo und on those
wares. However, the Chinese designs in the 17'" and 18'h centuries were still very much
ingrained in the culture of the past. Perhaps many of the purely European designs were
deeply rooted in the religion and mythology of that society, but the Chinesewareswere
still very much designs understood by the local market.

Again there is still the confusing factor of the exchange of designsbetweenEurope
and Asia. The influence of Chinese wares on the European potteries was profound, and
many of the Chinese designs can be seen on those Western wares, however; there was
also a West to East exchange in the designs.

6.5 BuddhistffaoistSymbols
Often encountered on the export wares are the various symbolsorpreciousobjectsso
important to Chinese religion. These images, often grouped in very specific numbers
according to the Chinese beliefs of harmony are often accurately identifiedby
archaeologists. The identification of these symbols is important but the researcher is
obligated to examine the actual meaning of these images. This religious iconography has
very specific roots in Eastem society and not only is it importanttotrulyunderstandthe
meaning of the symbolism to the mother country, but it is helpful in identifying the larger
design when we understand its elements.

6.5.1 "Precious Objects"
There are a series of Buddhist symbols often seen individually or in grou psas
decoration on Chinese porcelain. Thesesymbo!srepresentingvariousaspectsof
Buddhism and beneficial properties are often portrayed with silkribbonasa sign of their
celestial nature. Often a very small portion of one of these symbols can be identified
given the specific nature of the various designs (see (Wiistfelt, Gyllensviird,and
Wei bull: 1990) for a complete list). Below in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are two examples of

Chinese religious imagery on porcelain from the Ferryland collection. Figure 6.5
represents a bundle of scrolls or books, representative of learned knowledge

and believed to ward off evil. The Chinese have a long history of written material, and
the knowledge and power associated with leamingresulted inthesacrednatureofthis
imagery. Figure 6.6 portrays the chime stone (or jade stone), considered 0 neofthe"eight
precious things." The chime stone represents a musical instrument much like a gong that
was hung from a supporting pedestal and struck with a mallet and was associated with the
temples of China. Both of these symbols are depicted bearing thin silk ribbons, denoting
their sacred nature. These cords are typically seen in conjunction with many of the
Buddhist sacred imagery.

6.6 Chinese Mythology/Fables
There are a number of specific stories which are illuslratedon the Chinese export

Buddhistreligionandcommonlycontainfiguresactingoutspecificactions. There are a
number of fragments from the Ferryland collection which through research have been
identified as specific scenes in Chinese mythology. Whenidentified,theseporcelain
vessels can tell us a unique story of Chinese society. Again,iftheresearcherhas
knowledge ofChineseliteratureand:olktales,thenonlyasmall portion ofadesign is
necessary to identify the larger subject. As archaeologists are well aware, ceramics (and
porcelain specifically) are often found in a very fragmentary state. Therefore,thebetter
equipped in the knowledge of the design sources, the more that can be said about the

Unfortunately, very few of the Chinese export ceramics contain character marks on
the base of the vessel. These marks, which often relate to the reign of the various
Chinese Emperors, are often more confusing then helpful. As Hume (1969:263) pointed
out, as a sign of good will or luck many of the later wares were decorated with a mark of
previous Emperors. Additionally, many marks are not related to reign periods but labels
of ownership or statements of good luck. Regardless of this pitfall,marks can be very
helpful for dating vessels, when they do occur.
There is only one vessel from Ferryland containing a character rnark,andinthiscase
it is only a portion of what was a six character mark seen in Fig. 6.7 . Analysis of the
documentation of all known marks produced no match so this mark will remain
unknown. ReignmarksappearprimarilyintheI7,handearlyI8,hcenturyonexport

porcelain. Although this mark is not identifiable, this piece is datable to the firstquarter
ofthe18 1h centurybasedonthemarkandthethicknessoftheteabowl,another
characteristicoftheearlyI700s.

6.8 Symbol Marks
This kind of marking on porcelain, often on the base or in the interior of bowls and
other open-wares is much more common than the previously discussed character marks.
1h

Not exclusive to the l7 cenrury, these symbols are seen in the 181h century as well.
Commonly consisting of a single flower, artemesia leaf, conch shell, etc. these symbols
have specific meanings such as luck,prosperity, and general good will (see Davison
(1994) for a comprehensive guide).

ot unlike the European tin-glazed earthenwaresof

the period containing statements of good will, these symbols are commonly seen on

porcelainfromthe17 Ih -18 Ih century. GenerallY,thesedecorationsdropoffontheexport
waresasthel750sapproached.

Itisthebeliefoftheauthorthatt~ereisareasonwhytheactualChinese
designs

have

not been discussed beyond the most basic of descriptions. Once the export wares reached
the Western market, the Chinese religious and mythological importance behind the
designs had been lost in the new marketplace. In one way this is very true, the European
consumers of these objects did not acknowledge the Chinese meanings behind the
symbols painted on the porcelain. The Chinese meanings changed to European ones of
exoticism and the mystery of the Far East. The significance changed to fit the new
audience in the Western marketplace for all that was exotic and new. This interchange is
an important factor in understanding the trade and cultural transformation brought on by
the exchange between China and the Western world
However, just because the Chinese meaning behind the decoration wasn't carried on
to the West doesn't grant the researcher the right to deny its existenceandimportance.
These objects have adual history and story which can be illuminated,that of the Chinese
and the European. As archaeologists we are obligated to get at the whole storybehindan
object including both the context in which it was made and used. Notonlycanthis
analysis clarify the Chinese motivation behind the designs, but it can aid in the
identification of patterns by understanding the roots and elements of the whole. The

story in its entirety creates the understanding which we seek as archaeologistsinorderto
recreate responsibly the life-ways of the past.

Chapter 7

Within archaeology there has

alw~ys

been a gap in the ceramic knowledge when it

comes to Chinese export porcelain. Hume (1969b) Deetz (1977) and others have
examined the importance of Chinese porcelain on archaeological sites, but have in a way
accepted that many of these wares cannot be accurately dated, primarilythelSth-century
materials. Unfortunately it seems that too many other archaeologists took this message to
heart and never looked to see if there were temporally specific aspectsoftheseceramics.
There have been a few exceptions, including Andrew Madsen's thesisontheIS'h-century
Chinese wares of Virginia (Madsen: 1995) and Helen Dewolfs dissertation on the I 7th _
century porcelain from Port Royale Jamaica (Dewolf: 1995). However, the few
archaeological collections which have been examined tend tocenterontherarewares
that commonly do survive in museum and private collections.
The Ferryland assemblage also contains the finer examples mentioned above. Some
of the 17'h-centurywares are typical of the objects that get the limelightinarchaeology
and accordingly have a rich history of publication. The largest gap in archaeological
porcelain knowledge is of the wares from the end of the 17'h century up to the I760s. It
is the finn belief of the author that this period has the most to offer the archaeologistfor
the purpose of dating these materials. It is with the tum of the IS th century that the nature
of the Chinese trade to the West truly expands in both quantity and variation. Although

this escalation in trade resulted in hundreds of new available pattems,itisexactlythis
factor that can allow us to date accurately so many of the porcelain fragmentsin
archaeological collections. The European demand for a steady stream of new patterns
pushed the porcelain factories of China to create new designs and variations of those
designs within very short periods oftjrne. As Madsen (1995), Deagan (1987) and others
have pointed out, the key to understanding these changes currently is to examinethe
database of available shipwrecks. Here you can see certain trends that take place as the
l7'h and 18 th centuries progressed (see Fig. 7.1 for Chinese reign periods). By using the
stylistic changes present in the porcelain cargos of these wrecks and lookingatother
archaeological collections, a solid timeline of changes in Chinese export porcelain

7.2 "Kraak Porcelain" (1550-1640)
Named by the Dutch after the Portuguese vessels calledcarracks that importedthe
earliest of these wares to the West, this Ming Dynasty ware type is quite distinct from
other porcelain. Vessel fonns, consi~tent with the early 17 th century are primarily wine
cups, small bowls, plates, and large platters with the majority dating from the reign of
Emperor Wanli. Nearly all the wares from this period are decorated in underglaze blue
that is often dull and light. The glaze on these wares tends tobe inconsistenl, exhibiting
pitting and pooling. Often the "kraakwares" will exhibit chipping on the edges and other
weak pointsasa result of the nature of the glaze. The major stylistic attribute of this
categoryofporceJain isa central circular field with sUIToundingverticalpanels. The
panels contain images of flora, fauna, figures, and various Chinese symbols. Working

with the porcelain recovered from Spanish Colonial sites, Deagan( 1987:98-99) used a
decorativetypologydevelopedbyresearchersinthe

etherlandsfor"kraakporcelain."

This typology is based on decorative lhemes, diaper patterns, and changing medallions or

Fig. 7.4 detail of Still Li[e. Jacob van Hulsdonck (1582-1647) (Coutts:2001: 65) The Bowes Museum,
BarnardCastlc, Co. Durharn

panels. As a result of this classification, the "kraakwares" can often be attributed toa
twenty or thirty year period. The fragment in Figure 7.2 (previous page) represents the
interior decoration of one of the vertical panels ofa plate or pIatter.lnadditiontothe
lypical "kraakporcelain"design ofacamellia, the fragment exhibits the telllale pitting of
lheglaze. Thedelail of the plate in Figure 7.3 is of the same period and illustrates the
typicalcompartmentalizedkraakdesign. This vessel and the painted platter in Figure 7.4
are illustrated to show the specific nature of the flowers during this period when
compared to the nearly identical Ferrylandexample.

WaresproducedoutsidethekilnsofJingdezhenforthedomesticmarketinthe17'h
century are referred to by a number oftenns including "swatow," "minyao," etc. These

generic terms have been used to describe wares made primarily forthedomesticChinese
market. Regardless of terminology, there were many ceramics that reached the West that
were made in smaller kiln communities across China mainly intended for the Chinese or
Southeast Asian market. There is great variation in this category, but the object can
usually be identified as a domestic ware by the difference inappearance and quality from
the more traditional Jingdezhen porcelain. The fragments pictured in Figure 7.5 represent
a storage jar, used for containing ginger. The grey-blue underglaze decoration and the

inconsistent glaze istypicaJ of the wares made outside the Jingdezhen kilnsinthel7'"
century. The bowl fragment in Figure 7.6 aJso exhibits a difference in decoration from
the other excavated wares. The pooling of the decoration and the grit adhered to the

glaze is a clear sign it was not made at the Imperial kiln complex. Similar bowls with the

interior medallion and exterior semicircular design were recovered from a wreck off
Vietnam. These wares, from the "Binh Thuan" wreck have been suggested by Michael
Flacker(2002) to have been produced in the kilns of the Zhangzhou province between the
late 16'" and the mid 17'" century. TpewaresproducedoutsideJingdezhenexhibitafar
greater diversity in design. Although these wares are not decorated with the strict
uniformity of the imperial porcelain, Flacker(2002:58) points out that they are distinct
from one another but always within a particular design. Although the above discussed
examples from Ferryland were both manufactured in the 17'" century, these domestic
market wares also saw production throughout the l8'h century (Gamer: 1970:57).

7.4 Transitional Period (1620-1680)
This period is used to describe the time encompassing the end ofthe Mingand
beginning of the Qing Dynasty. Unlike the "kraakwares", porcelain from this period is
not decorated in the compartmentalized pattems of the proceeding decades. Additionally,
there is much more diversity in design and color, with an increase in ove rglaze
enameling. With the changing decorative themes also can be seen a higher qual ityof
decoration and glaze.

7.5 Kangxi Period (1662-1722)
With the rebuilding of the Jingdezhenkilns after the fall of the MingDynasty,the
reign of Emperor Kangxi saw a rebirth of the porcelain industry. This time period is

characterized by an elevation of porcelain quality in both decorationandforrn. Thereare
a number of design themes specifically from this period and can be very helpfulin
accurately attributing a date. Some of these temporally specific aspects of Kangxi
porcelain are discussed below

Reminiscent of the segmented patterns or panels of the earlier "kraakwares", at the
end of the 17'hcentury up to 1730therewasarebirthofthisdesignforrn. Markedly
different from the earlier paneled designs, the decorations of the Kangxi period are often
darker and more delicately painted, and seen on many of the srnaller vessels such as
teabowlsandsaucers. The two exarnples below Figures 7.7 and 7.8 are both saucers

exhibiting the smaller paneled decoration of the Kangxi period. These two saucers both
date from the first quarter of the 18'" century.

7.5.2 Border Designs
The border decorations are important for dating many fTagments ofarchaeological
porcelain. The earliest export wares are generally the least diverse mainly featuringthe
"ciassic scroll" or the "thunder panem" borders (see Appendix I). These are typical
Ming dynasty decorative motifs and:rre not exciusivelyborder designs.
Of course many of these designs are reused in the 18"'.century wares, but by
considering the other aspects of the vessel should not be too misleading. The Kangxi
period shows intensification in diversity regarding border design. In addition to the more
ciassic designs you see many diaper designs, waves, etc.

7.5.3 Landscapes
A design type commonly seen in the period 1680·1730 is the paneled Iandscape
occurring primarily on saucers and teabowls. Generally, the land or waterscape would be
featured in repeating panels mentioned in section 7.5.1. The primary difference between
the examples from the early and late Kangxi period is the quality of the decoration seeing
a general decrease as the period progressed.

The examples above from Ferryland, Grassy Island, and the Ca Mau wreck are typical
of the late Kangxi period (Figures 7.9 through 7.11). All three saucers have the same
four paneled landscape and "cloud-scroll" rim decoration. The quality in decoration is

high compared to the hastily decorated wares produced later in thecenrury,but not of the
sarnequalityseenontheturnoftheIS"'-cenruryexarnples.

Although seen on Ming Dynasty ~orcelain flatware and saucers, the Kangxi period
examples ofIen have exterior decorations consisting of stylizedfloralsprays. This
manner of decoration stretches into the beginning of the Qianlongperiod,but appears to
cease around 1750. This could be the result of an increase in production at that period to
meet the growing Western demand for ceramics. It is certain that there are plates and
saucers made in the early part of the IS"' cenrury that don't have this decoration, but it is
another aspect of design that appears moreofIen than not.

The different colored enarnels used in the decoration of porcelain are an important key
for researchers attempting to date thecerarnic. Depending on the time period,different
color combinations went in and out of fashion with the European public. The following
section touches on the various themes represented at Ferryland and often encountered in
archaeologicalcollections,discussingthevisualaspectsofeach,methodofproduction,
andanyotheradditionalinformationthatmakesidentificationeasierand more valuable
to the researcher. The chart in Figure 7.12 illustrates the number of the different color
schemes encountered on the porcelain from the Ferrylandcollection.
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Thefollowingdecorativemethodsarenotspecificallymentionedinchronological
order like the aspects discussed previously in the chapter. Some of these designs were
present in limited quantities in earJierperiods, but for the sake ofgeneraldatingtheyare
discussed in relation to their popularity in the West. Using the chronology listed below,
inconJunctlonwithotheraspectsofthedesign,aprecisedatecangenerally be obtained.
For examples that do have a duel role in various time periods, the fact is always

7.6.1 Chinese Imari (Underglaze blue, overglaze red and gold)
This kind of ware was actually first developed in Japan, hence the port ofimarifora
namesake. After the Ming dynasty fell to the Manchus in 1644, the great kiln complex of
Jingdezhen was destroyed and the Chinese export of porcelain all but stopped. During
this period the Dutch were firmly in control of the porcelain trade and seeking another
source for porcelain, found it in the budding industry of Japan. The majority of the wares
produced in Imari at the time were decorated with underglaze blue and 0 verglaze red and

gold. There was such a demand for these kinds of vessels in Europe that afterthe
rebuilding of the Chinese porcelain industry, the Chinese quickly copied these wares in

popularintothemiddleofthe18,hcentury. It is verydifficuh to distinguish between the
Chinese and Japanese Imari decorate? wares without a firmbackground in the
characteristics of the artwork from the two regions. However, the Japanese produced
these wares for only a short time period and in comparison to the Chinese, and in small
quantities. Generally the "Chinese Imari" designs are seen in l8,h-centurycontextsand
when the other design aspects of the vessel are factored into the equation,a oliddateis
usually attributable within 1700-1750. The two vessels from Ferrylandbelow(Figures
7.13 and 7.14) are typical of the "Chinese lmari" decoration with underglaze blue and

overglaze red and gold decorations. These two examples, a bowl and plate both date
from the 1730-1760 period.

Famille rase (pink family) is a de~orative motif that can be directly associated with
European influence in China. The rose pink enamel was introduced by Europeans in
China some time at the end of the 17 th century. This color scheme was applied with
various overglaze enamels, with red/pink as the dominant color. The design is quite
different from the previously discussed "Chinese lrnari" in that the reds and other colors
are much more subtle in comparison with the contrasting bright reds and bluesofthe
former. This overglaze decorative technique was generally applied to plain white
porcelain, again in contrast to lrnari that used both overglaze and underglazeenamels.
ThebowlpicturedinFig.7.l5istypicalofthecolorpalateusedinthejamillerase
decorationofthefirsthalfoftheI700's.Exhibitingthetelltalepink roses in conjunction

withassortedotherenamelcolors,thedecorationisconsiderablysmallerandfinerthan
the Imarivessels illustrated in section 7.6.1. This decorative color scheme replaced
"Chineselmari"inpopularityinthethirddecadeoftheI8'hcentury.

7.6.3 "Batavia Ware" (Monochrome Exterior Glaze)
These wares are quite distinct from many of the other porcelain wares created in
China. It was named for the Dutch port of Batavia in Indonesia (now Jakarta) where
many of these wares were purchased before sending to Europe. The outside of the
vessels was coated with a glaze, often brown. Although brown was definitely the most
common of the "Batavia" family, there was a wide range in variation between a dark
brown and a light grey-green. In addition, many of these vessels will have exterior

vignettes of the base color with underglaze or overglaze designs. This methodwascarried
out by covering the area with apiece of paper or silk as the glaze was applied to the rest
of the exterior. The examples pictured below in Figures 7.16-7.18 show the standard
brown exterior glaze, a tighter glazed example with underglaze blue vignette, and lastly

an example of the rare interior glaze with overglaze decoration. These wares were first
exported in the late l7'h century but the majority found their way to the West during

Often on the l8'h-centuryvessels, particu!arlyplatesand largebowls,thereisabrown
lip present. This decoration is created by the application ofa slim band of iron 0 xideto
the vessel lip prior to the second firing of the porcelain. The occurrence of the iron oxide
can usuaUybe dated within the I720-! 760 range. Not unlike many of the other
decorative aspects of these wares, it is not a definitive dating to 01 but taken into
consideration with other design themes is one more key to accurately dating Chinese
porcelain.

As the last quarter of the ISth cenrury approached, there were a number of distinct
changes taking place in Chinese porcelain. Here we will only touch on the subject given
the earlier date range of nearly all the Ferryland porcelain collection. Many of the
common rim decorations, such as

th~

diamond-trellis pattern, continued beyond the

I760s but there is increased haste of decoration as can be seen inFigure7.20below.
Additionally, many of the decorations are exclusively in overglaze enamels such as the

~::~~~:bO\\lfromsecond halfoflhe 18
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Fig.7.20saucerfromthesecondhalfofthe18'century

example in Fig. 7.19. This bowl exhibits traces of a geometric design clearly affected by
Western influence. This push for vibrant intricately decorated wares that took place
towards the last quarter of the IS'h century was a response to fading interest in Chinese
wares in favor of domestic European alternatives. The end of the IS'h century saw larger

extremes in the difference between high and low quality wares. During this period there
were increased specialty orders from Western consumers for porcelain which was of the
highest quality. On the other hand, we can see the beginnings of the "Canton" porcelain
associated with the end of the JSthbeginningoftheI9'hcentury. At this point the
Chinese were producing vast

quantiti~s

of quickly made wares in an attempt to undercut

the burgeoning European ceramic market (see Madsen (1995) forathoroughexamination
ofJate IS,h-century Chinese porcelain).

Chapter 8

The objects coming from China were responsible for changing the taste of the Western
world. The porcelain, textiles, furniture, and other goods appealed to the European
market to such a degree that entire an and design movements were developedbasedon
the irnageryofthe East. This chapter examines the various areas of European life that
were influenced by the China trade.

8.2 European Ceramics
Chinese export porcelain has had a profound influence on the Europeanceramic
industry. From the 14'h century,when these wares first began to filter into Europe, the
minds and motivations of the western potteries turned to the secrets of the East. As
discussedinchapter5,porcelainisaveryspecifictypeofceramicthatis fired at
temperatures exceeding 1200 degrees centigrade. In order to reach these temperatures
without exploding in the kiln, the vesselsrnustbe made up ofa specificformulaofclays
and minerals to withstand the high firing temperatures. This recipe and the quest by
Europeans for il, was known as the Arcanum.
The Arcanum is a term originally designated in the middle ages as the attemptsof
"scientists" of the time to turn base metals, such as lead to gold. Thispursuit,later
applied to developing porcelain closer to home, was funded by European royalty such as

Augustus II of Poland. One of the most fascinating aspects of the quest for the Arcanum
is the ability of the Chinese to keep the secret, or more appropriatelythe confusion of the
Europeans who were studying the Chinese industry. Documentary evidence abounds
regarding the Western beliefs of the methods and ingredients of porcelain manufacture.
One commonly occurring belief, fir'st associated with Marco Polo, is that the clays used
in China were excavated then left "for thirty or forty years" to prepare (Ricei:1931:265).
There was even more confusion regarding the actual ingredients ofthe ceramic body,
from the skin of saltwater locusts to even more bizarre possibilities aspotential
ingredients. As late as the middle of the 18"'century,Carnpbell(1747:186),indiscussing
the potential trades fortheLondonyouth,points out recent atlempts at porcelain
manufacture and aIludes to the necessity of being "possessed of thesecretofthe
composition."

8.3 Tin-glazed Earthenware
European tin-glazed earthenwares were the first ceramics developed to mimic the
appearance and designs of the Chinese ceramics. Although this kind of ware was
producedearlierwithnon-porcelain-likequalities,intheI7"'centurythe majority of the
objects produced in various European countries had some design aspectof
contemporaneous porcelain. There were two primary characteristics of the tin-glazed
vessels that imitated the porcelain being brought into Europe in everincreasing
quantities.

The ftrst aspect that imitated porcelain was produced by the bright white ofthetin
glaze. The pure clean appearance of porcelain was one the major differences betweenit
and the ceramics of Europe. The second design aspect copied by the European potteries
was the decorations found on the porcelain wares. In the early l7'h century the majority
of the Chinese wares brought into E,urope and the West were decorated with underglaze
blue designs. White glaze with blue decoration is the most common form of European
tin-glazedvesselsthroughoutmostofthel7'handI8thcenturies. Beyondjustthe
coloring of the wares, there is also evidence of direct copies of porcelain pattems by the
Europeans potters. This copying may also be an illuminating means of dating various
Chinese designs on porcelain. Many of the tin-glazed copies can be attributable to more
speciftc time periods than their Chinese counterparts due to the current amountof
research. Examples from Williamsburg, Virginia and other archaeological and museum
collections can offer needed assistance in dating these wares.

8.4 European Porcelain
From the ftrst large-scale irnportationofporcelain into Europe there had been
countless attempts to manufacture the ware in the West. In 1671, John Dwight obtained a
patent, claiming he had discovered "The Mistery of Transparent Earthen Ware Comonly
Knowne by the Names of Porcelaine or China" (Mountford and Celoria: 1968: 13).
Dwight's claim to be able to produce porcelain never came to fruition, instead his work
resulted in developments of English stonewares in the third quarter oftheI7,h-century
(Mountford and Celoria:1968:12).

Not all the European attempts at porcelain ended in incompetence and failure. Inthe
early IS'" century there were a number of somewhat successful production centers of
porcelain or porcelain-like cerarnics in France and Germany. The major drawback of
these potteries was the fInancial drain of collecting the necessary materials to
manufacture the porcelain vessels. The great expense in materials, skilled labor, and the
development of specialized kilns was reflected in the extremely high costoftheEuropean
porcelain. The attempt was to produce a cheaper, locally made alternative to the faraway market of Chinese wares. Regrettably for the manufacturers, European porcelain
was not the ceramic which overthrew porcelain in the market and homes of the West.
This is reinforced by the progression of imitation wares that followed

S.50therEuropeanCeramics

In addition to the wares discussed previously, Chinese porcelain had an important
affect on the development and decoration ofothercerarnic forms of the West. The
influence of porcelain reached far into the IS'" and even theI9'" century. The
development of pearlware, a refIned earthenware in the late IS"' century was an attempt
to usurp the Chinese foothold on the European ceramic market. Not only did pearlware
exhibit a bluish tinge in the glaze similar to the Chinese ceramics, additionallypearlwares
wereoftendecoratedwithChineseinspireddesignsasseeninFig.S.1 below.

8.6 Stylistic Influence
The influence China had on the West was not exclusively related 10 ceramic
production. With the introduction of goods and anwork from China came an explosive
demand in the European consumer market for everything Chinese, or at least Asian
inspired. The European decorative movement known as Chinoiserie firmly took hold in
thelatelthcentury. "The rococo style that permeated Western art of the 1720-60 period
promoted Europe's already idealized vision of the East and led to the adaptation of
Chinese motifs in everything from landscape design to textiles (Palmer: 1976:8)." This
Western hunger for textiles, fumiture, ceramics, etc. could be seen in nearly every aspect
ofdailylifewellinlotheI9"'century. The desire in the West for Eastern designs can be
seen even today in any upscale home goods store or on one oflhe endless slreams of
television home decorating programs. It is particularly remarkable that a stylistic
movement could take hold of the West for literally more than three and a half centuries.

From the clothing worn, to formal gardens and architecture, the scenery and symbolism
of China had a deep impact on European and colonial taste.
It is interesting to examine the nature of the European lust for the Asian goods. In
additiontobeingwellcrafted,the goods being exported from Asia were representations
of an exotic world far from the experiences of all but a few Europeans. The Far East was
different from Europe on the most primary levels, the very flora and fauna was markedly
unlike that of Europe and the representations of these landscapes on silks, porcelain, and
laquerwares, must have been fascinating to the westemconsumers.
One interesting observation relating to the European perceptions 0 fChinacomesfrom
aRussiantravelertotheEastintheflrstquarterofthelSlhcentury. Discussinghispath
through the hills of China, John Bell describes the terrain: "In the cliffs of the rocks you
see little scattered cottages, with spots ofcultivatedground,much resembling those
romantick figures of landscapes which are painted on the China-wareandother
manufactures of this country. These are accounted fanciful by most Europeans, but are
really natural" (Stevenson:196S:1 17). These "fanciful" scenes so enchanted the Western
market that these goods and patterns became very much part of European society.
So popular were the shapes and designs of Chinese products that the Western
craftsmen began to specialize in furniture and other goods made in this Asian inspired
taste. The imagery of China inspired every aspect of material culture in western world
and in many ways still does.

Chapter 9

Given the lack of archaeological.research regarding this speciflc ceramic, there are
few sources of comparative collections. The archaeological materials have gone largely
unstudied,whilethemuseumcollectionsgenerallydonotretlectthemorecornrnon
exponwares. Until there is a proper database of the archaeological collections made
available to researchers, there remains only one great source ofcomparativecollections,
shipwrecks. Through the published collections of excavated vessels or the descriptive
auction catalogues of the salvaged ships, shipwrecks offer the researchereasyaccessto
vast amounts of recovered porcelain.

9.2 Shipwreck Collections
Theshipwreckisauniquesourceofinformationtoallarchaeologists;itoffersa
glimpse at a single moment in time, forever encapsulated in the deep. These frozen
cross-sections of time illuminate the daily workings of shipboard Iife, and the trade they
often represent, ina way that rarely occurs on terrestrial sites. Even in the best of
contexts, a sudden landslide, or some other catastrophic event, isamuddie of all that
came before and after. On shipwrecks you commonly have a single moment in time, an
oasis of humanity in the sterility of the sea. Of course there are always the exceptions.
Cunis (1993:25) has cautioned the use of shipwrecks withoutdiscretion due to the mixed

contexts often encountered along busy shipping routes or in bustlingports. Caution
aside, shipwrecks remain the nurnberone source of comparative ma terialsforaverage
quality Chinese porcelain.
Regarding the pertinent wrecks from the 17"' and I8"' centuries, they have been
excavated or more commonly salvaged at different times and with varied levels of
professionalism. The reality is that many of the average collections of porcelain are
available for study only through the catalogues of various high-end auc tionhouses.ln
the defense of the salvage-and-sell methods of porcelain recovery, the auction catalogues
and other published materials often shame the archaeological community's dealings with
Chinese porcelain in thoroughness and quality (Christie's: 1996,1 992).
Everyyearmoreshipwrecksarediscovered,andthecargosrecovered. With this everincreasing database comes a more thorough understanding of the nature and cargo of the
Chinese export trade. One of the primary claims of this thesis is the specific nature ofthe
various porcelain designs as the East-West trade progressed. If the demand of the West
for a constant flow of new designs was so great that within a given ten yearperiod
entirely new versions ofpattems emerged, the database ofshipwreckporcelain is all that
archaeologists have at the moment in which to compare theircollections.
Not only do wrecks offer insight into the actual physical objects ofthetrade, they can
offer researchers inforrnationon the nature of shipping these goods to the West.ln
conjunction with the documentary record, the wrecks have revealed that porcelain was
packedaccordingtovesselsforrn(Jorg:1986). Generally bowls or cups would be
stacked, placed inside the previous one fonningalongcylinderofvessels.lnothercases

smaller bowls would be placed in the larger forms, forming a "nest" 0 fporcelain, a term
used by the various East India Companies for the sale of sets of bowIs. The stacked
ceramics would then be placed in wood casks and packed with straw. The excavation of
these wrecks often reveals the porcelain cargo just as it was packed.
Of the following wrecks both arcllaeologically excavated and salvaged for profit, there
is an important cross-section of the China trade revealed to rese archers. There are
matches in design, form, or both with Ferryland examples of porcelain from each one of
the following wrecks (see Fig. 9.1).

9.2.1 Witte Leuw (White Lion) 1613
The Witte Leuw was a Dutch three-masted, square-rigged vessel approximately 150160 feet long. The vessel along with four other Dutch ships became engaged with three
Portuguese carracks on the retumvoyage from China. After an extended skirmish the

Witte Leuw was sunk in Jamestown Bay of St Helena. Beginning in June of 1976 Dr.
RobertStenuit led a team of archaeologists in the discovery and excavation of the wreck.

Later, the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam led a team of researchers to reconstruct and
analyze the artifact assemblage (Pijl-Ketel:1982). The cargo is typical of the early 17"'century cerarnics being imported into the West. The porcelain cargo is made up of
primarily plates other flatwares, cups, and small bowls with decorations consistent with
the decorative form "kraakware". Ti)ese"kraakwares" are compartmentallydecorated
with floral motifs and are named after the Portuguesecarracks that originallybrought
thesewaresintotheWestinthelaterpartoftheI6,hcentury. In term of design, the
decorative elements of these porcelain vessels make a great markerforthestartingpoint
of the Chinese export collection found at Ferryland. In addition, there is one vessel in
particular(thatwilibediscussedinchapterlO)thatisidenticalbetweentheWilleLeuw
and Ferryland collections (Figures 9.2 and 9.3).
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Fig. 9,3 complete wine cup recovered frorn the WIUe Leeuw
(Pijl-Ketel:144) inv. no: NG 1977-128WRijksmuseum

9.2.2 VungTau1690

The Vung Tall was actually a Chinese vessel that went down off the Coast of
lodonesia at the end of the 17'" century (Christie's: 1992). Within the Asian Seas it was
quitecomrnon fortheretobe large amounts of Chinese and Southeast Asian vessels
takingpartinthetradewithEuropeanmerchantslocatedthroughouttheislands. One of
the largest ports of call in the East Indies was the Dutch controlled city of Batavia (today
Jakarta) on Java in Indonesia. This Chinese junk was most likely sailing to Batavia to
trade with the Dutch who would then send the merchandise to Europe. The cargo is
typical of the period in which the vessel was lost. Again you see the compartmentally
decorated vessels, but there is quite a change between the eartyand IateI7"'.century
designs. This wreck falls into the reign of the Chinese Emperor Kangxi, and the
porcelain vessels reflect the unique decorative changes which took place at that time. A
number of the late 17 th . early ISth.centuryvesselsfromFerryland fall into this decorative
category, both in design and matching contextual dates.

Another ship of Asian origin, the Ca Mall went down off Vietnam near the end of the
first quarter of the IS'" century (Chi€n:2002). This vessel contained a greater diversity of
various Chinese ceramics including porcelain and various stonewares. Stylistically
representative of the late Kangxi period,thevessels exhibitawide range of border
designs. Additionally, there are many decorative themes portraying variousfigural

designs such as the examples in Figures 9.4 through 9.6 below. The example in Figure

from Ferryland featuringaboywithanoutstretchedrightarrnandapparent lyjumping.
With the assistance of the Co Mou example in Figure 9.5 the possible overall theme is
represented. The saucer in Figure 9.6 from Louisbourg is a slightly different design,but

with very similar subject matter. Although all three of these examples are probably
unique patterns, the characteristics and actions of the boy are consistent between all the
vessels and are representative of the same general time period. Various themes
porrrayingchildren were very popular in the first half of the 18 th century.

9.2.4 Gotheborg1745
The Swedish East India Company vessel the Gotheborg was returning from China in
September of 1745 when it ran aground and sunk just off the southem tip of otWay.
With a crew of 140 men, the Gotheborg was a large vessel equipped with 30 cannons
(Wastfelt, Gyllensviird and Weibull: 1990: II) Much of the freight was salvaged after the
accident,buttheporcelaincargowasnearlyuntoucheduntil1986when archaeological
investigations took place.
It appears that there are many more periodical changes in the export wares of the 18 th

century compared to the I th It was during this century that the China trade with the
West had truly solidified. The forms and particularly the designs were constantly being
adapted to fit the enormous Western demand. Therefore, it is of particular import that
there is a much larger database of 18 th -century sea vessels bearing porcelaincargosfor
the West. The bowl fragment in Figure 9.7 was recovered from a Ferryland context of
circa 1750 and is identical in design with the partially restored bowl fro mtheGolheborg
(Fig.9.8). The repeated decoration known as the spearhead motif may be representative
of the "Shou" character, symbolizing longevity in China (Seyssel: 1949:2)
(Madsen: 1995).

Fig.9.8bo\\lreconredfromtheDutchship\\reck
Giitheborg (\Vistfelt,G)lIensvird and \Veibun:1990:266)

The Geldermalsen was a VOC ship that went down on the return voyage from China in
1752. With a crewof80 men, the vessel was large but not the size of the previously
discussed Gotheborg (J6rg: 1986). In 1985 Michael Hatcher located the Geldermalsen
and recovered more than 150,000 pieces of porcelain. These ceramic vessels went up for
auction at Christie's Amsterdam under the name the Nanking cargo, prior to the

Based on the research ofJ6rg(l986) and the images from the Christie'sauction
catalogue (Christie's: 1986) this wreck offers an excellent collection of porcelain from the
middle of the 18 lh century. Consisting of underglaze blue, "Batavia," "Chinese Imari,"
and other wares, the collection is representative of the colors and decorative style of the

9.3 Shipwreck Discussion
Theshipwrecksofferthearchaeologicalporcelainresearcheratantalizingglimpseata
thorough design progression for the cerarnic. As more wrecks emerge, and more
importantlymorearchaeologicalcollectionsarepublished,thetrue dating potential of
this cerarnic will unfold. The potential to date porcelain fragments within a twenty five
or even ten year period based on the decoration seems a very realistic po ssibility,but
more collections must be examined. The fact that in the Ferrylandcollection there are
stylistic matches with all these wrecks, shows the potential fordatingthese
archaeological ceramics. Chinese porcelain, that in the past has been dismissed as having
Iittledatingpotential,couldbe one of the most accurately datable ceramics
(Curtis: 1993:22).
These wrecks which offer a nearly complete temporal cross-section of the Chinese
European trade are avery important starting point for dating these materials. The
collections from wrecks are not without flaws; many were quickly salvaged with little or
noattentionpaidtocontextualinforrnation. However, the fact that nearly all these
vessels were sailing from different home ports appears to have little bearing on the types
of wares located therein. There seems to be little ifnovariation in the types of porcelain
imported by the different European nations. The only identifiable difference can be
found in the personalized made-to-order wares that are so infrequently found among the
rnore common wares on archaeological sites.

9.4 Terrestrial Archaeological Sites
Apart from the published collections of porcelain from shipwrecks, therewerea
number of primary collections used to compare and identify the wares found at the
Ferrylandexcavations. Although it is difficult to carry out true comparative studies given
the time span and range of the Ferr)'land materials, thisprojectexarnined a varied group
of sites on the northeast coast of North America. Inaddition,thecomparativeand
studiedcollectionsnotonlyencompassmuchofthe17,handlsthcentury, but also both
the English and French colonies on this continenl. A third factor of importance in the
study of other collections was an allempt to look at sites in all of the

ortheast,from

ewfoundland to Maryland in order to understand the exchange networks takingplacein
the two centuries of the slUdied period.
Despite the lack of archaeological research carried out on porcelaincollections, there

In other cases, the author was the first to examine these archaeologicaI collections.

9.4.1 Louisbourg,Nova Scotia
Porcelain from the primarily French selliement of Louisbourg, Nova Scotia,isperhaps
the most comprehensively studied and extensive collection of archaeologicalporcelainin
orth America, and potentially the Western hemisphere. In the first quarter ofthelS th
century Louisbourg was the third largest settlement in North America, after Boston and
Quebec. In addition to its great size, Louisbourg was the beacon of North American
trade from west-bound shipping and was the first port of call on the continentformany

European vessels, not only French. This trade relationship allowed the occupants of the
settlement many of the luxury items common to the well-to-do homes of Europe,
including Chinese exportporceiain. The collection of porcelain excavated at the site
numbers approximately 69,000 fragments. In contrast to Ferryland's approximately one
thousand Chinese artifacts, it would make any kind of direct comparative studyludicrous.
Regardless, as a database of porcelain and a means of identifying complete patterns from
the small Newfoundland fragments, the site proved to be invaluable.
There appears to be very little difference in the kinds of porcelain fo und at the sites of
various European populations. At assorted sites from the same tirneperiod; English,
Dutch, or French, nearly identical wares can be seen. It appears that regardless of the
nationofirnportation, the Chinese hongs (or merchants) trading with the various
European powers were furnishing the same wares. In addition there seems to be little
evidenceforavariedtypeofdemandbythevariousWesterntradersinChina

Europeans, is the illicit trade between these colonial powers in

orth America. There are

a number of well documented exchange systems between the English-Dutch, EnglishFrench, etc. even in times of warfare. Trade is and always has been about money, and the
politics of Europe were never the final word in what was happening thousands of miles
away in North America.
Potentially representing the purchase of similar wares in China; illicit tradevenlUres,
or the plundering of enemy settlements, there were a number of identical matches
between the Louisbourg and Ferryland materials. It seems this may lead to more

questions than answers, but the questions themselves may prove to illuminate some of the
likely modes of exchange taking place.
The third option mentioned earlier is the seizing of goods which was commonplace
throughout the l7'h and 18'hcenturies. Duringthistirneofwarfareandunrestbetween
the various powers of Europe, merchant vessels and settlement were periodicallyseized,
raided,anddestroyed. Ferrylandhas had a sirnilar history wIth the French and Dutch
raids. The strategic location and wealth of Louisbourg made ita repeat targetforthe
attacks of the British Crown and her Colonial subjects. In 1745 during King George's
WarbetweentheFrenchandEnglish,afterasixweeksiegeby4,OOO

ewEngland

militiamen, the fortress town of Louisbourg fell to British hands. After a lengthy
occupation ending with the treaty of Aix-La-Chapellein 1748,Louisbourgwasonce
again retumed to the French,but not after the IOwn was heavily looted.
ThereisoneChineseporcelainplatenowinthecollectionoftheLouisbourgmuseum
that illustrates what was most likely happening on a grand scale. The object was donated
byafarnilylivinginMainesincetheearlyI8,hcentury. The oral history of the object
was traced back to a relative who was one of the colonial Britishofficers who took part in
the siege and occupation of Louisbourg in the 1740s. According to family legend the
ancestor removed the plate from the table of one of the French officers atLouisbourg.
Identical plates in the Louisbourgarchaeological collectionsfIrrnlybackuptheoral
history of the object.

Fig. 9.10 plateexcavaled at the Fortress of
Louisbourg, No\a Scotia (17L.27F2.14A.41)

In the collection of Ferryland materials there is one unique disposal feature composed
almost exclusively of Chinese porcelain. Of the twenty-seven vessels found in Event 586
inAreaG,therearethreevessels identical to ones located at the Louisbourg museum and
archaeological collections (Figures 9.9 and 9.10). One of these vessels (Fig. 9.1 I) is
identical to the plate donated from Maine (Fig 9.12) and others from Louisbourg. One
potential explanation for these identical vessels is the pillaging and sale of the French

goods during the British occupation of the site after 1745. Another possibility for these
identical wares is the illicit tradebelWeen the French and English in the I740s resulting
in the same wares being at both sites. Considering the proximity, relatively speaking, of
Ferrylandand Louisbourg it seems likely that there was exchange taking place. Thelrade
probably would not have been direct, but through third or fourth parties, thesewares
could have reached the Newfoundland settlement. The third option for the identical
designs is that Frencb and English merchants were buying porcelain inCantonatthe
same period,resulting in identical designs.

9.4.2 Roma, Prince Edward Island
There was one other collection of porcelain examined from a French site, that of the
Roma settlement in Prince Edward Island. This site was occupied for a very brief period
of thirteen years from 1732-1745. There were relatively few wares that were similar to

the Ferryland materials, but enough to backup the proposed progression 0 fforrnsand
styles as the IS'" century progressed. These wares were very similar, often identical to
the porcelain collection from the English site of Grassy Island,strengtheningthe
similarity of porcelain wares on sites settled by the different European colonials.

9.4.3Canso(GrassyIsland,NovaScotia)
This was perhaps the site most similar to Ferryland in the early IS" century. Canso
was a community offisherrnen and merchants at the tum of the IS'" century, nearly
identical to the resettlement of Ferryland following the 1696 Frenchraid. The benefit for
datingtheCansomaterialswastheshortperiodofoccupationbecauseofthedestruction
of the settlement by the French in 1740.
The collection of porcelain had been well studied and catalogued inthe past, making
analysis quite easy. In comparison to the Ferryland materials from the same time period,
the wares are quite consistent in both forrn and design.
Although the following design match is not represented in the Ferrylandcollectionthe
example makes an important point about the specific nature of the Chinese designs. The
saucer fragment in Figure 9.13 excavated at Grassy Island from a 1700-40 context is the
exact design as the saucer recovered from the Ca Mau wreck in Vietnam (Fig. 9.14).
Although the hand of different decorators is obvious in the small differences such as the
base of the structure located to the left of the figures, the aspects of the designare
identical. From the small portion recovered in Nova Scotia, the two figures are evident

with a man with a raised foot leading the women and the foot of a second man partially
hidden by the structure. This decoration may be a scene from a Chinese drama "The
WestChamber"publishedintheI3'horI4'hcenturybyXixiangJi(Pierson:2001:59). In
this story a young women falls in love with a scholar, who must go away to prove his
worth to the family (Pierson:2001:59). This decoration may be the reunion of the two

This example in not just a single instance of identical designsbeinglocated;itis
representative of the uniformity in design of the Chinese exports 0 fthe 18,hcentury.
Although the saucers exhibit small differences in the detail, the designs are the same. It
is fascinating to be able to identify the exact pattern as well as its Iikely literary source
and it shows the potential for identification of porcelain designs.

9.4.4 Strawbery Banke (Portsmouth, New Hampshire)
Portsmouth, New Hampshire was an important site to examine for this project due to
the great shipping exchange occurring between

ewEnglandandNewfoundlandinthe

studied period. Unfortunately, there have been few archaeological collections of
materials from the New England coast that contain many examples of porcelain, with
Strawbery Banke as one of the few exceptions. The collection of porcelain dates
throughout the lSth century and is an interesting cross-section of the Chinese wares from
a port that may have been a prime supplier of porcelain to Newfoundlandconununities.
It is generally accepted that the porcelain found in Portsmouth inthelSthcenturywas

coming from two primary suppliers; direct trade with England, and illicit trade with the
Dutch in the Westlndies (Crossman, pers.corom. 2004).

The collections of porcelain discussed in this chapter, including recovered wrecks, and
terrestrial sites have provided tens of thousands of comparative vesseIs for this research.
These collections reveal that from the 17 th century there is an increasing uniformity to the
forms and designs on Chinese export porcelain. Using these collections as a reference for
the Ferryland materials has facilitated dating and analysis based on the form, decoration,
and enamels found on porcelain.

ChaplerlO

The collection of porcelain from Ferrylandspans both the 17'" and I8'" centuries. As
the exchange between the East and West changed over these two centuries,the
socioeconomic status related to the appearance of porcelain on colonial sites also varies
radically. Auspiciously,fortheproductionofaninclusivehistoryofarchaeological
porcelain in Newfoundland this collection dates from the firslpermanentEuropean
senlement of The Pool up to the period just preceding the American Revolution. This
chaplerwill discuss the archaeological contexts of the porcelain collection and the
corresponding historical context of the site. The research relating to Chinese export
ceramics has shown that the quantity and quality of these wares changed drastically with
theprogressionoftheI7 Ih andI8"'centuries. Only by focusing on specific time periods
of manufacture and importation can an understanding of the changing significance of this
ware be realized. There are a total ofl78 porcelain vessels in the Ferryland
archaeological collection. The following chapter examines the various areas of
excavation at the site focusing on the particular archaeological contexlS where porcelain

There were seven vessels recovered fromAreaB,all decorated inunderglazeblue.
All these vessels date from the 1700s with a cup and saucer dating from the first quarter

of the ISthcentury.Additionally,anumberoftheAreaBvesselsaredecoratedwithlarge
floralarrangementscharacteristicofthelaterlS th-centurywares. Of interest is a portion
ofa teapot lid. Decorated with concentric rings and iron-oxide lip, it is one oflhe seven
hollowware porcelain vessels from Ferryland and shows the increased consumption of tea
as the lS'h century progressed.

Thiscontextappearstobeamid 17th-centuryrefusedepositwilhanearlylSth'century
disturbance. There are three porcelain vessels from this context and they are all
decoratively characteristic of the first decades of the 1700s. The forms present are two
saucers and a cup and are all finely painted (see cup in Fig. 10.1). Additionally, the
saucer from this contexl has a figural motif,a popular design themeduringthalperiod.

The majority of the fourteen vessels from Area C come from disturbed contexts. Of
these artifacts, there is one saucer that dates from the Kangxiperiod, probably the first
quarter of the IS'h century. There are examples of "Chinese Imari" decoration and a
"Batavia"teabowl. The rest of the vessels are decorated in underglaze blue and date
from the I730s-1760. The deposition of the majority of the Area C vessels resulted from
the later movement of soil as fill and normal household refuse disposalfromstructures

This event appears to be related to a Slructure that was abandoned ordestroyedinthe
late 17,h/early IS'" century. It is possible the building was destroyed during the French
raidofI696,orfeliintodisrepairattheturnofthecentury.Thereis one porcelain vessel
recovered from this context, ablanc-de-Chine figurine. This specific type of pure white
porcelain with a white glaze was produced outside Jingdezhen in Dehua, FujianProvince.
The wares produced in Dehua were often figural forms of Chinese deities (Emerson,
Chen and Gates:2000:l54). The Ferryland fragment consists of the base or stand and is
very similar in size and shape to examples recovered fromthec.1690VungTauwreck
(Christie's: 1992:59) (see Appendix 3).

There aresevenvesselsassociatedwithAreaDat Ferryland. lncludedinthis
assemblage is the partial lid and body ofateapot. Decorated in overglaze red enamels,
this vessel represents one of the most expensive designs on porcelain in the 1750s or 60s

This event represents a context associated with a late l7"'-centuryplanter'shouse.
Thevessel,oneoftwofiguralforrnsdiscoveredatthesite,isthefootofasmallbrownglazed dog. More typical of the early 18'" century, it seems likely that this vessel is
actually associated with a later structure nearby and has moved due to natural processes
(see Appendix 3).

There are seventeen porcelain vessels recovered from Area E in Ferryland. All but
one are decorated in underglaze blue designs characteristic of the earlyI8,hcentury.
Present in the collection are a pair of identical saucers with a florallandscapethemeand
finely decorated teabowls (see Appendix 3)

lO.s.lTavernlEvents:50,51,90
This structure was located on the sloping area directly south ofThePoolatthecrestof
the Ferryland Downs. Although the site likely saw activity in the 17'" century as a

defensive location, the porcelain assemblage is all representativeofthefirsthalfofthe
l8,hcentury. Based on other artifacts recovered,the structure in AreaE wasprobablya
tavern which served alcoholic and caffeinated beverages. The majority of the wares
recovered here are associated with the drinking of tea andlor other beverages.
Of these vessels, nearly all are tea bowls and saucers which are consistent with the
current interpretation of the structure as a tavern. Nearly all the associated vessels are
decorated in underglaze blue, exhibiting a quality of design typical of the first half of the
l8,hcentury.

Nearlyhalfofthe sixteen vessels from Area F are dated to the 17"' century. This
portion of the site is quite untouched and many of these objects have nicecontextual
associations. Here was recoveredanotherhollowwarevessel,the shoulder of an
underglaze blue teapot. Typical of the late l7,h early 18,h-century, this artifact may
representtheoldesthollowwarevesselrecoveredfromtheexcavations (see Appendix 3).

ExcavatedinAreaFwasonevessellocatedinamiddenfeatureconsistingofrefuse
disposed in the defensive ditch to the east of the primary settlement. The contents of
Event 334 were likely deposited during the second quarter of the 17"'century,atthe
earliest stage of the settlement. This vessel is represented by a nearly complete base and
two body fragrnents exhibiting an underglazeblue flame design circling the body of the

vessel (Fig. 10.2). This object is a truly Chinese fonn known as a winecup, used in China
for drinking rice wine or saki in Japan. This cup is much smaller than the cups widely
broughtintotheWestinthemidlSthcentury. The documentation of this particular

American contexts, all in the Tidewat,er region of Virginia. One of these comparative
vessels is from a 1610 context in Jamestown, Virginia and pictured in Figure 10.3
(Straube:2001:52). Additionally, the same vessel has been excavated at The Maine or

Fig. 10.4 Detail of painting by Christoffel van den Berghe, 1617
(Straube:2001:50)PhiladelphiaMuseumofArt,JohnG.JohnsonCollection

Governor's Island, Virginia (Outlaw: 1990: 124). The Dutch shipwreck the Wille Leuw
(discussed in Chapter 9) also contained a number of these small cups withidentical
decoration (Pijil-Ketel: 1982: 144). To further apply a tight date for the Ferrylandvessel,
there is even a painting that depicts these cups by the Dutch artist Christoffelvanden
BergheproducedinI617,anddetailofthecupisshowninFigureIOA.
There was only one documented individual living at Ferrylandduring the first twentyfive years of occupation that would have likely owned thiscup,GeorgeCalvert. Based
on the time it was discarded and the quality of the vessel, there is a strong possibility that
it belonged to the founder of the setllemenl. At this early stage in the importation of

porcelain to the West, only the truly elite would have owned such an objeel. Theexpon
porcelain in the beginning of the 17'h century was virtually all coming throughthe
Ponuguese or Dutch, the pieces that were acquired in England were few and far between.
Sir George Calven, the First Lord Baltirnore would have been the type 0 fpersonto
acquire this object, especially considering he was fonnallyinvolved inthenewlyfonned
English East India Company.

10.6.2 Early 171b -CenturyMiddenlEvents367,432
Thesecontextsrepresentanearlyl7'h-centurymiddenthatisprobablyassociatedwith
the Calven occupation of Ferryland. These vessels predate the Kirkeproprietorshipof
the settlement and given their great value were probably associated with the Calven
houschold. The first vessel from these contexts is a small winecuppictured in Figure 10.5
on the following page. There is no decoration visible on the foot fragment besides two
thin underglaze blue bands at the top of the foot ring but there is onespecific
characteristicthatplacesthisvesselintoalateI6"'earlyI7,h centurymanufacturedate.
The foot-rim is quite shallow but very wide, a fonn almost exclusively seen on the cups
produced in China during the Ming Dynasty (Carswell: 1985:67). In contrast to many of
the other porcelain fonns found on the site, this is a strikingly Chinesedesign. As
previouslymentioned,the earliest fonnsexponed into the West were purelyChinese,and
it is not until later in the l7'h century that the Westernized fonns begintomakeupthe
bulkoftheexponwares.

Figure 10.6 on the following page is a small bowl with a repeating ruyi motif. The
ruyi symbol has a long history as a porcelain decoration, with its foggy roots as a symbol
of authority, mounted as a scepter head in China's early history (Pei:2004:164)
Regardless of the origins, this symbol became very important to Chinese society and
represented
happiness and the granting of wishes with the literal interpretation of the word meaning
"as you wish" (Pierson:2001:75). Also, the ruyi symbol was adapted into cloud shapes
and associated with the lingzhi fungus, a sacred mushroom in Chinese society. The bowl
pictured in Figure 10.7 (following page) is an early Mingvessel with a nearlyidentical
central design painted in various enamel colors.

10.6.3 KirkeHouse/Events370,464,467
There are a number of excavated fragments from contexts associated with the Kirke
household. Given the lack of documentation, the Kirke House is currently the only
dwelling at Ferryland that has had ownership attributed. Regarding the porcelain from
these contexts, there were fragments of vessels recovered in the associatedmiddenand
within the floorboards of the Kirke parlor.
The vessels consist ofa small plate fragment associated with thejoistsofthe
household and two small cups or teabowls found in the associated midden features. All
the vessels are decorated in underglaze blue designs (see Appendix 3).

Area G produced by far the majority of the porcelain vessels from the Ferryland
collection with 116 units, making up more than half the total collection. There are onlya
few examples that can be dated to the 17"' century with the rest corning fromthroughout
the 18'h A large component of this assemblage is made up of bowls, cups and saucers
typical of the first quarter of the 1700s. These vessels, with busy, quality decorations are
found primarily with underglazeblue decoration, although there are examples with
degraded Chinese Irnari enamels.
Giventhesizeofthisportionofthecollection,notsurprisinglyallfortns other than
figural are present. Additionally, there are a number of contexts and structures with
associated porcelain that will be discussed below.

A layer offill representing the second half of the 17'h century was excavated
approximately two meters inside of the seawall. It is unclear whatstructure/structures
this deposit was associated with as current excavations have notrevealed any nearby
domestic components. Here a nearly complete porcelain cup was found that is typical in
forrn and design of the early I7"'century(seeFigure 10.8). The cup has a fme sand grit
adhered to the foot, typical of the "kraakwares" produced in China. In addition, the
design of stylized peaches and other tlora is also a telltale sign oftheporcelainfromthis
period. Although the vessel does not contain the typical compartmental designof

many of the "kraakporcelain" fonns, the poor quality of the glaze is consistent. For
comparison, the 1613

voe shipwreck of the Witte Leuw produced a number of identical

winecups(Fig.10.9)(Pijl-Ketel:1982:162).

10.7.2 WaterfrontStructurelEvents: 315,555,558,563
Event 315 in AreaG represents a prolonged surface dating from around 1730
to the 1760's. This archaeological deposit is associated with a rectangular
structure located along the southern edge of The Pool and was initially described
as a potential tippling house based on the large amounts oftobacco pipes, bottle
glass, and other artifacts associaled with a lavern. In addition to these other
objeclsthereisanumberofporcelainvesselsassociatedwithlhis structure.
However,currenllyilappearsthalthisrectangularbuildinghadnofireplace, and
may have served as a storehouse or some other utilitarian structure. Inthiscase,it

is difficult to understand what kinds of activities were taking place. Theanifact
assemblage points to leisure activities but the structure would nothavebeenan
accommodating place in the chilly Newfoundland climate.
One possibility is that the structure served dual purpose, as a storehouse and
the occasional site of social drinking. Seasonally, when the community saw an
influx of people and activity for the fisheries it is easy to picture men gatheringat
the waterfront and taking advantage of good weather and a nearby structure (Tuck
pers.comm. 2005). Given the dating of the material towards the middle of the 18'h
century, the possibility that the porcelain recovered was beingused for coffee or
tea is quite likely. Given the developing social nature of drinking these beverages
it is easy to picture the individuals conversing and drinking coffee, tea, or spirits.

Event 586 is one of the most interesting collections of porcelain fro mtheFerryland
excavations. This event consists of asmall pit feature containing charcoal and the heated
and burnt fragments of twenty-seven porcelain vessels. Contained in the feature were
fragments of a number of salt-glazed stoneware vessels as well, but nearly every artifact
was Chinese. It is very unlikely that norrnal household disposal would be comprised
almost completely of porcelain wares. Therefore another option must be the reason for
this assemblage of artifacts to appear in such a manner. The materials all date right
around the I740s, based on identical and similar designs seen both at Louisbourg,
from the cargo of the shipwreck Gotheborg. This date places the disposal at

Sand

approximately the same time as the structure discussed in lastsection. If the
aforementioned structure served as a storehouse, it is possible thesefragmentsrepresenta
broken shipment or an accident that took place inside. If there was indeed social drinking
going on inthisstrucrure, it is not difficult to imagine a scenario thatwouldresultin
broken ceramics. An additional possibility is thatthevesselswereexposedtoa fire prior
to disposal rather than in the burial environment. Instead ofa simple accident in the
storehouse, there may have been a more serious mishap that resulted in the loss of these

The porcelain from this event varies in both form and design. Present in the
assemblage are plates, tea wares, andassoned bowls of varying sizes. The majority are
decorated in underglaze blue withjustunderhalfwithevidenceofoverglazeenamels.
The exact nature of the decorations is difficult to identify given the fact that at some point
these vessels were in contact with heat, probably from disposal with fireplace sweepings,

Of additional interest is the connection of three pattems with exactmatchesinthe
collection from Louisbourg. The possible exchange relationships were discussed in detail
earlier (see Chapter 9). The examples below (Figures 10.10 and 10.11) are both
hollowware vessels exhibiting identical designs ofa landscape framed inascrollmotif,

with bamboo leaves emanating from the panel. Interestingly, both the Ferryland and
Louisbourg fragments are of the same portion of the design showing the chilnestone
symbol to the right of the landscape

In addition to porcelain, there were other Chinese objects inthe households of
Ferryland. The records of European companies trading in China show a vast rangeof
merchandise purchased in the East including paper, silks, laquerwares, porcelain, etc.
Unfortunately, many of these perishable goods do not generally showup in the
archaeological record. The Chinese ceramic collection from Ferryland is not exclusively
made up of porcelain. There have been fragments recovered of a stoneware storage
vessel that was without question manufactured in China. The vessel fonn and color
matches perfectly with examples recovered from the wreck of the Wille Leeuw (see
FigureslO.12and 10.13). It is possible that these Chinese stoneware vessels appear in the
archaeological record in North America with relative frequency but have not yet been

In addition to the Chinese utilitarian stoneware found al Ferryland there have also
been fragmenls ofyixing stoneware recovered. These wares are unglazed dark red
refined stoneware produced in China and primarily seen as teapots (see Fig.10.14 on the
following page). The Chinese custom of using these wares for tea was quickly adopted
by Europeans and these wares were not uncommon in 18 oh-century Western households.
These red-bodied stoneware vessels were one of the more common imports of the Dutch
East India Company from the dawn of the China trade in the 17 th century
(Richards: 1999:3). These wares were so popular thaI English potters began producing

em

copies of these vessels soon after initial importation began. The European wares were
referred to as "rosso ontico" and "black basalt" (Hume: 1969:33-34). The European
imitators of the red and black Chinese stoneware often went so far astoapplyfalse
Chinese maker's marks (Hume: 1969:34). Although the European imitations are very
similar, it appears that the Chinese stoneware is more refined with a fmer-grained fabric.
Here is anotherexarnple of wares that may have been misidentified by archaeologistsin
thepast. Further research must be carried out to accurately identify the differences
between the yixingand European stonewares.

Chapterll

The forms of the archaeological c,ollectionofporcelain from Ferrylandare fairly
limited in diversity. Not surprisingly, the majority of the export wares reaching the West
consistedofastandardizedgroupofobjects. The Chinese were indeed producing
hundreds of different forms for the European market, but many of them were specialty
orders and would not be typical of the more average export items. Figurell.l belowisa
chart of the vessel forms from Ferryland listing the Area that they were excavatedfrom.
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Fig. 11.1 chartoflheporcelain forms from Ferr)'land
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TeabowlsareoneofthemostcornmonarchaeologicalporcelainvesseIs recovered.
These vessels had no handles and were traditionally used by the Chinese for tea and
embraced by the West for the drinking of coffee, chocolate and tea. As the 18'" century
progressed,thesewares were used primarily for tea by the Europeans as that beverage
becarnemorereadilyavailable. Generally exhibiting a flared lip, the teabowls carne in
two distinct sizes. The larger versions were considered breakfast bowls, used forteain
the morning in the privacy of the home. The smaller bowls were more often used for
formal tea or entertaining (Roth: 1961). Teabowls were one of the most widely available
porcelain forms and the easiest for most to afford.
There are a total of twenty-four of these vessels in the Ferrylandcollection with an
additional twenty-nine classified as either teabowls or cups. Many of these fragments are
too small to accurately identify which form they represent. As with the other forms, the
majority is decorated in underglaze blue, but there are a!so otherdecorativetechniques
present in the assemblage including "Batavia," "Chinese Imari," and "FamilleRose." In

addition, there are teabowls decorated with various overglaze enamels, not attributable to
a specific design form due to the incomplete nature of many of the vessels.

11.3 Cups
Thecuporwinecup is a traditional Chinese form and one of the earliestexported
types of wares. Thereisafairamountofvariationinthel7'h-centurycupforms,ranging
from the small form with flared rim pictured in Fig. 11.3 to the low squat form in Fig.
11.4. These l7'h-centurycupswereusedinChinaforthedrinkingofricewineandinall
probability for display in the West, while the later cup forms were used for drinking a
mix of hot beverages. There are fourwinecups in the Ferryland collection distinct from
theothertencupsbecauseoftheirmanufactureintheeariyl7'h century. All of these
vessels are decorated in underglaze blue designs consistent with the various decorative
stylesofthel7,hcentury. The majority of these wares probably served a decorative
function at Ferryland, given the eariy importation of most of these wares to the

settlement. Iftheywereactuallyused,Straube(2001:52)suggestsutilizationfordrinking
aquavitaeinearlyI7 Ih -centuryVirginia.
Cups were generally used in the 18 'h centuryfortheservingofcoffeeandchocolate
beverages. There are two major variations in this form, the low and high cup. Illustrated
in Figure 11.5 below are low exampl::s where the height is generally equal to the
diameter (Jorg:I982:164). Although the higher cups are different, the sides of both
variations are straight, in contrast to the flaring S-shape of the teabowls(Jorg:I982)
These vessels commonly are seen with or without handles. The handled cup is a
Europeanformandisnotcommonlyseenbeforethel760sbecauseofthehigh risk of
breakage in transit (Jorg:1982:165).

An interesting discussion on the nature of the design exchange between China and the
West is exposed in the examination ofa particular cup from the Ferryland assemblage.
The first handled cups produced in China were probably based onpeWlerexamples
brought by Europeans. At some later point, tin-glazed examples, possibly copies of the
porcelain cups were brought back to ,China where the decorations were quickly copied by
the Chinese artists. One of the cups from Ferryland displays underglaze blue wings
coming from the attachment of the handle to the body of the vessel. This decorative
aspect was actually produced in Europe to mask imperfections on the Europeansoft-paste
porcelain cups where the handles atlached (Parks Canada:1973:5). Therefoethereisno
purpose other than decorative for this to exist on the porcelain version, and it illustrates
the eagerness of the Chinese manufacturers to cater to the Western market. From one
object we can see the back and forth imitation of Chinese and Europeans more than four

Another common form, these vessels were generally used in conjunction with
teabowls and cups (Fig. 11.6). A necessary component for the drinking of tea, saucers
are one of the most common porcelain forms recovered at Ferryland withforty-seven
vessels. EarlyintheI8'hcentury,thesaucerswereactuallyusedasvesselsfor drinking

the stylish new beverages, but this practice lostfavoramongEuropeans and was not seen
as the century progressed. NearlyallthesaucersarefromI8'hcenturycontexts,afterthe
point when tea and other popular new beverages became available toalargerportionof
the public.
Saucerswerenotexclusivelyuse~withteabowlsandcups.

In the records of the

Dutch East India Company, saucers were also ordered for use with nearly every size of
bowl imported into the West (Jorg: 1982). Although these larger saucer forms were
present in the market, all the exarnples from the Ferryland collection are representative of
those used with the smaller cups and bowls.

The range in variation relating to Chinese porcelain bowls is fairly wide. The 18 th
century resulted in very specific sizes of these wares in contrast to thediversityofthe
17 th -century bowls (see Fig. 11.7 on preceding page). Based on the VOC records from
the 18 th century,thebowl sizesrequ~stedoftheChinesepotterswereveryspecific
(Jiirg:1982). According to Jiirg (1982:162) a typical attribute of the bowl form was a
slight flaring rim, rather than a straight profile. The range in size went from quarter-pint
capacity up to two-pints, and as a result of the competent Chinese manufacturersthe
actual capacity of the bowls was fairly exact. The quarter-pint variety had a,heightof5
em and a diameter of9 em, the half-pint version had a diameter of 11.5 to 13 em, the
single-pintbowlshadadiameterbetweenI4and15.5,andthelargest of the bowls the
double-pintvarietyhadadiameterofI5.5toI8centimeters(Jiirg:1982:162)
Well represented in the collection, there are forty-one bowls. Present in the collection
are: five quarter-pint, ten half-pint, eleven one-pint, twotwo-pintand thirteen bowls with
unidentified capacities. Design motifs include underglaze blue, "Chinese Imari", Famille
Rose, and "Batavia." The majority of the vessels are from the 18'h century but there are a
few examples dating from the Ith century. The smaller bowls would have been likely
used as part of the tea ceremony, as slop bowls. The larger varieties would have served a
nurnberofpurposes,containingsouporotherfoodstuffs,whilethelth-centuryexamples
probably served primarily decorative functions.

Produced both in the 17 do and IS do century, plates are one of the least common forms
fromFerryland,themajoritydatingwellintotheIS1hcentury(Fig.II.S). Many of the
forms brought into the West in the early part of the I7do century were consistent with the
"lcraakporcelain" variety of plates and platters. The earliest exchange of porcelain
between China and the West was of the most available goods. Before tea from China and
coffee and chocolate from South America became popular, there was little market for
these smaller drinking vessels and flatwares made up much of the trade.
Moving into the IS1hcentury, the market had changed significantly towards the smaller
vessels that were fmanciallyaffordablebya larger cross-section of the European
marketplace. The ability of individuals to purchase complete sets ofservingwares such
as plates and platters was not widespread until the middle of the lSIhcenturyand
relatively rare, even at that point.
There are twelve plates represented in the collection, the majoritydecoratedin
underglazeblue. Of interest is at least one "kraakporcelain" plate with the characteristic
floral decorations of the period. Three of these vessels were decorated in the gold and
red of the "lmari" design motif. Of these "Chinese !mari" vessels one is from 1690-1730
and the others date to 1740-60. In 1737 the Amsterdam sales price of enameled plates

was the equivalent of five shillings and five pence each; this figure was almost double the
price of the blue and white versions (Jorg:1982:170) According to Jorg (1982:170) the
extreme difference in cost between the overglaze and underglaze plates was based on the
available stock in China, where there was a surplus of the blue and white examples.

There are seven hollowware vessels from the archaeological Ferryland collection.
These vessels consist of teapots and milk/hot water pots (Fig. 11.9). Hollowware forms
were standard equipage for the European tea ceremony and are frequentlyrecoveredon

North American archaeological sites. The majority of these forms remained fairly
consistentthroughoutthelateI7"'andI8"'century.ltisnotsurprisingthataJlbutoneof
the Ferryland vessels is from the 1700s, generally after 1725 due to the low importation
of and high cost of tea before that period.

1I.8Figural
There are only two figural vessels in the Ferryland porcelain collection. The first is
the base ofa whiteblanc-de-chine statue ofa Chinese religious figure characteristicof
the porcelain wares produced in Dehua. This vessel probably dates from the end of the
17"' century and would have been displayed on a mantle or other place ofprominencein
aFerrylandhousehold(Fig.ll.lO).
The second is a fragment ofa Foo Lion or (Dog of Foo), a common Chinese figure
hailedforprotectivepropertiesandsimilartotheStaffordshiredogfigurines so popular
inthelaterI8 1h century.Exhibitingabrownglaze,unfortunately all that remains of the
Ferryland object is the front foot. Likelydatingfromthefirstquarterofthel8 1h century,

this figurine is interesting because it is one of the only porcelain 0 bjects that was purely
decorative. Although some of the Ming Dynasty pieces in the collection were probably
for display only, these objects could not serve any other function. Often displayed on
furniture or mantles, these figurines were exceptionally popular in the West from the
earliest days of the China trade.

.

Chapter 12

The use of Chinese export porcelam as an indicator of status is one of the factors that
researchershaveacknowledgedwhenlocatingtheseartifactsonarchaeological sites.
There is no question that at any given time in the 17 th or ISthcentury porcelain was one of
the most expensive ceramics available to the Western market. A factor of great
importance for understanding the socio-economic significance ofthis ceramic is being
accuratelyahle to date the period of manufacture and purchase ofthisware. The expense
and prestige associated with Chinese porcelain shiftsdramaticallywith the passing
centuries. A fragment from the early I 7'h century was representative of something quite
different from a vessel that was purchased in 1750.
We have previously discussed the meaning of the porcelain designstotheparent
culture, the Chinese. Here we will examine what these objects meant to the market in
which they found a home. Deetz (1977:51) discusses the functions that artifacts served,
the utilitarian, social,and ideological. All three of these categories could be easily
applied to porcelain. The actual use ofa drinking vessel or platter needs not be
elaborated here. The social function of porcelain will be discussed in terms of the
adaptedteaceremonyofthelSthcentury. Finally, the ideological representation of
porcelain is one of the most fascinating aspects of this ceramic. This chapter will

investigate 17 th and 18 th century porcelain in the West and what these objects meant to
thosewhoowned,used,andencounteredthemduringtheseperiods.

The actual price of Chinese porcelain has remained somewhat enigmatic. Throughout
the period 1600-1800 porcelain was more expensive than the ceramics produced in
Europe, but it is important to examine the documentary record to get an idea 0 fexactly
how much these wares were costing the consumers at various periods. Shipping
manifests, probate records, and auction sales are the most helpful sourcesforthis
analysis. However, written records are not without flaws when attempting to judge the
relative value of the objects listed therein. Unspecific recording, the grouping ofobjeclS,
missing items, and used goods all can skew the record.
The documentation of porcelain prices in the Ith century is fairly fragmentary.
Considering the English were not involved in serious trade with China, nearly all these
objects were coming through other European sources. Porcelain from the late Ming
Dynasty in China must have been extremely expensive in the British marketplace.
Documents from early 17 th-century Exeter show porcelain values from six pence to a
shilling while tin-glazed vessels were valued between one and four pence, a considerable
difference in price (Allan: 1984:8).
With the increased trade of the Dutch in the middle of the 17 th century the availability
of porcelain in the English market place must have changedsubstantially. The 1671
inventoryofa PengHeath of Roxbury, Massachusetts lists "6 chenyDishes" at three

shillings. Thepriceofhalfashillingapieceforthedishescorresponds to other probates
from the period (Stone: 1970:79). An inventory of the widow of a New Amsterdam
Minister and merchant from the 1690s lists similarly "4 China Sawcers at 3s"
(Mudge: 1986:99). The Dutch colonial inventory also shows the range in the various
decorations at the time. Teacups, probably underglaze blue, were valued at three
shillings, "painted brown" examples were slightly less at two shillings sixpence each and
probably represent the earliest "Batavia" style glaze, and "3 ditto painted read and blew"
representing the "Chinese lmari" decoration were also valued at three shillings apiece
(Mudge: 1986:99). TheseinventoriesaretypicaloftheI7'"-centurydescriptionsand
prices of porcelain in North America. The question remains how the value of the
porcelain was affected by being pre-owned?
The documentation of 18'"-century porcelain prices is much more informative. With
the growing influx of these wares to the West there is also a largeravailable database of
related documentation. Fortunately for research,the records of the Dutch East India
Company are extremely specific regarding the purchase and sale price of porcelain in the
18'" century. During the first half of the 1700s, the auction records of the VOC show a
profit from 100 to nearly 200% on the porcelain cargos being sold in Amsterdam
(J6rg:1986:31). These records illuminate the shifting value of the variousdecorated
wares as their popularity changed over the 18'" century. In 1731 the purchase price of tea
cups/bowlsand saucers in Canton was eight pence forunderglaze blue,oneshillingfor
enameled, and one shilling three pence for the Chinese lmariversion (J6rg:1982:186). In
comparison, the 1730 sale price of an underglaze teabowl and saucerwas as much as two

shillings seven pence (Jorg:1982:l87). Judging by the sales price of the one design, the
others would have been suited accordingly. At this period we see the market preference
related to the "Chinese Imari" motif that is nearing the end of its popularity.
In 1760 the sales price of teabowls and saucers in Amsterdam were brown at two

shillings, blue and "Imari" both at two shillings three pence and enamel at two shillings
eight pence (Jorg:1982:l87). From these figures we can see the waning popularity of the
Batavia style vessels and the succession of the enameled over the "Chinese Imari" theme.
There is an interesting progression in price taking place as the I8"centuryprogressed
The shifting consumer taste was reflected in the prices of the various decoralionson
porcelain. Another factor that must be considered is that these sale prices were for
auction houses. Generally in Amsterdam and London, the only purchasers of porcelain
were licensed Chinamen or dealers and the prices would have goneupattheretaillevel
of exchange. Richards (1999:4) point out that some researchers have suggestedthe 18"'century cost of porcelain should be multiplied fifty to a hundred times to get an
approxirnate cost in relationship to a value in the market of today. If this estimate is
accurate, the acquisition of porcelain by colonial consumers represented a relatively
serious expenditure.

12.3 Seventeenth Century
The significance of porcelain to Western society changed as trade escalatedbetween
China and Europe. As time passed more of the Asian goods entered the market and the
demand and prices of the commodities changed. Generally, the earlier the porcelain

reached Europe and the colonies, the more these materiais representhigherstatusarnong
those who owned them. During the earliest years of the colony of Avalon, these objects
probably served as decorations rather than utensils.
th

In the late 16'h and early 17 century, England had no tradingrelationship with China
and the wares were coming througIP secondary trade with the Portuguese or Dutch. Not
yet had the popularity of tea, coffee, and other beverages reachedvogue in Europe and
the porcelain wares were too rare and expensive to be utilized function ally. lnstead,
porcelain was displayed around the house in open cupboards,on tables,andshelves.
These objects were meant to be seen, they were not stored behind doorsandinchests
until the occasion should merit, they were placed in prominent locations where visitors
would see the objects. Beforel650andevenpriortothetumofthelS th century,
porcelainrepresentedwealth,luxury,andtheexotic. In a tirne where most were
struggling for sustenance, especially in the rugged environment ofNewfoundland,
Chinese porcelain was a representation of refinement.
Many of the objects in the Ferrylandcollection from the first fifty years in the life of
the settlement were probably brought over from England when the colonistsarrived.
These are objects that were symbols of the elite from their old livesinEurope. They
were brought in a perhaps subconscious desire to bring those old values to this new place.
When traveling to a new continent. Chinese porcelain hardly represented a means to

insure survival and comfort from the cold. Instead,these objects perhaps hrought a
different kind of comfort, one of the social institutions of home, and representative of the
individuals' place in that society.

It is not surprising that out of the ten vessels dating before the lastquanerofthel7'h
century, more than a quaner can be attributed to the Kirke dwelling or midden. Of the
individuals living in Ferryland in the early years of the colonytherearebuta few families
capable of owning these kinds of luxury items. Also not surprising are the terrasigillata
vessels found associated with the Kirke house (Gaulton and Mathias: 1998). These
vessels have been found at only one other site in Amsterdam and were purelydecorative
ceramics. Porcelain would have probably served a similar decorative function in the

In contrast with the stark lifestyle visualized by most regardinglifeintheBritish

colonies in the 17'" century, the Kirkehousemusthavebeenluxuriously furnished. The
past is often prescribed a drab monochrome existence; instead in the houses of the elite
and likely the non-elite, there were vibrant colors and furnishings. The

ewfoundland

weather at best is bleak but there is no reason to assume lhatthis same palate was the
desiredinteriordecorationoftheI7"'-centuryinhabitants.Archaeology at Ferrylandhas
revealed silk textiles and other fabrics that were worn and decorated the households; this
fabric would have been vibrant and colorful. The archaeological remains are but a small
ponionoftheobjectsthatwerethemakeupofeverydaylife. Given the quality and
vibrancy of these materials, the households of the Ferrylandupper-cIass must have been

Before 1700, whether in Europe or the Americas porcelain was an object in the realm
ofthehighestcIass.Eveninareasthathadalargeamountofporcelain entering the
colony such as Pon Royale, Jamaica, porcelain is only found archaeologically in

households of the merchant and ruling class (Dewolf: 1998). At Ferryland the earliest
porcelain that can be unquestionablyatlributed to a household belongs to the very top
crust of the Ferryland community, the Kirke family. The other early fragments of
porcelain are no doubt associated with the other elite of the colony, IikelyGeorgeCalvert
during his short stay in Newfoundland. In discussing the porcelain recovered from 18 th
century Charleston, South Carolina, Leath (1999:58) discusses the "trickle down
decorative arts" in which the coloruaIs imitate their mother country. Though this is
probably the case in 18"';;entury

ewfoundland,theeliteofI7"';;enturyFerrylandwere

very much on pace with England in the quality and amount ofporcelain they possessed.

12.4 Eighteenth Century
The elite status of Chinese porcelain undergoes a change beginning rightaroundthe
start of the 1700s. At that point, the British East India Company was beginning to claim
a foothold in the China trade, and increasinglymoreamountsofporcelain and other
Chinese goods were reaching Europe and the colonies. As more porcelain was reaching

the market, more of the middling classes were able to purchase these goods. In emulation
ofthe elite class that had extended access to these objects, more 0 fthepublicsoughtto
acquire these symbols for their own households. In contrast to the previous decorative
function of these wares, the wealthiest EngliSh were now able to purchase complete sets
of this ceramic, and porcelain began to serve a more utilitarian purpose. Of course, the
representative status of porcelain was far from that of the more uti litariancoarse

earthenwares flooding the market, but for relatively the firsttimeporcelain was being

Coinciding with the relative availability of porcelain vessels was the increasing
popularity of hot beverages such as coffee, chocolate, and tea. "Byaboutmid-17'"
century the new beverages were being drunk in England, and by the I 690s were being
sold in New England (Roth: 1961:64)." As the English public increased use of these new
liquids hailed for various curing properties, the British colonieswerequicktoemulate.
"The coffee houses continued as centers of political, social, and literary influences as
wellasofcommerciallifeintothefirsthalfofthel9,hcentury,forapparenlly
Englishmen preferred to drink their coffee in public rather than private housesandarnong
male rather than mixed company (Roth:1961:64)."
In contrast to the association oftheI7"'-centuryvessels to the elite householdsofthe

selliement, the archaeological porcelain from the 18'h century is foundlhroughoutthe
excavation. The availability of porcelain had changed in Ferryland in a similar wayto
the market in Europe. At this point, these ceramics were available to a much larger
portionoftheFerrylandpopulation,andthearchaeologicalrecordclearlybacks this up.
Eighteenth-century porcelain was still representative ofa higher socio-economicstatus,
but clearly not in the sarne way as the preceding century. When compared to the other
ceramics available at the time, porcelain is still considerablymoreexpensive.

12.5 Tea Ceremony

The Chinese tea ceremony and its adaptation by the Western world was a social
exchange that took place between East and West that has in many ways survived until the
present. The British embrace of the formal custom of drinking tea was one of the
fundamental reasons that Chinese porcelain reached such fame among Englishand
colonial markets. As mentioned e";'lier, the drinking of tea was a strictly regulated
occasion,requiringknowledgeoftheproperetiquelleandobjectsinvolved.
Incontrasttothedrinkingofcoffeeandchocolatethatgenerallytookplaceinpublic
establishments, tea drinking occurred in the home: " ... with breakfast or as a morning
beverage and socially at afternoon gatherings of both sexes ... (Roth:1961:64)."
Fortunately, there is an enormous amount of documentation available from the IS"
century pertaining to this important activity taking place across theWestemworld.
As Roth (1961:64) points out, initially the expense of tea and itsutensiIs and the
leisure time needed for the consumption made the act available 0 nly to the elite.
However, towards the second quarter of the IS" century the availability of both tea and
the Chinese porcelain socially required for its drinking had becomeavailabletoalarger
portion of the colonial market.
The actual equipage of the tea ceremony has been well documentedthroughwrinen
records and period paintings. Often, when an individual commissioned a portrait the
subject or subjects would be portrayed amid the finery of the household. This finery

Fig. 12.1 Detail of "An English family at tea" c.1725 by Joseph vanAken
(Smith:1993:90) Tale Gallery, London

was often considered to be the tea wares and the individual or family wouldtrequentlybe
seated for tea or simply in front of the wares (see Figure 12.1). The presentation of these
wares to visitors of the household is an important aspect of the symbolism behind these
objects. Probate inventories from Boston and Plymouth, Massachusetts show that rather
than being stored away in cabinets when not in use, porcelain often re rnainedprominently
on the tea lable (Deelz:1977:60). Similariy,amid-lS'h-centurybankruptcydocument
trom Renews,

ewfoundland (approximately 20 km from Ferryland) lists the contents of

the household of an apothecary Richard Ball: "In the Parlour Two largeTableBoards,
One Small Table Board, One large looking Glass, Ten Chaires, Two China Bowls, Six
China tea Cups and Sawsors, Six Silver tea Spoons and tongs, Six other Silver spoons.
(Jureledon:1756)."

The necessary objects for any tea table would have consisted of ateapotandcanister,
milk or hot water pot, slop bowl, sugar bowl, sugar tongs, spoons, and cups/teabowls and
saucers (Roth:1961:74). Not surprisingly, nearly all these items are represented in the
archaeological collection from Ferryland. The metal objects used for the social drinking
of tea are not well represented in the.archaeological assemblage. Not surprisingly, these
objects would have been passed on 10 descendants and if broken, meIted or sold for scrap.
There has been at least one object excavated that is associated wi th the drinking of tea or
coffee,copperalloysugartongsfroma 17,h'century context (see FigureI2.2). These

elaborately decorated tongs are approximately eight centimelersinlengthandwere
recovered in Area F, likely associated with the Kirkehousehold.. This object further
supportstheearlyadaptationofthepopularnewbeveragesamongtheFerrylandelite.

From the early 17 th century the inhabitants of Newfoundland were on par with
mainland Europe regarding the porcelain wares owned. As the nature of the porcelain
importation and use changed, so did the assemblage from Ferryland. The changing role
and tastes reflected in these wares are also mirrored in the Ferryland collection. The view

lhallhecolonies were slow to follow in the slyles and lasles of the "mothercounlry" does
not appear to be supported by the archaeology.

Chapter 13

The analysis of the Chinese porcelain collection from Ferryland is both typicaJ
and atypical of porcelain

assemblage~

from

orth America. The collection is

unique in the fact that the wares are representative of such a long period 0 ftime,
and that there are some of the earliest British owned porcelain pieces ever
uncovered on this continent. The collection is typical of other archaeological
assemblages given the extremely fragmentary nature of the majority of the vessels

Regardingboththesetraitsforthestudiedmaterials,thereisavastarnountof
information that is made available from this analysis forunderstandingthenature
of the colony of Avalon's collection, and potential for future exarninationofother
Chinese porcelain collections in North America.
,h

The 17 -centurycomponent of the collection really begins to changethe
archaeological perception of porcelain in the early colonial period. To date, there
,h

haveonlybeenearlyI7 -centuryporcelainfragmentsexcavatedata handful of
sites in Tidewater, Virginia and Maryland. The identification of Chinese
cerarnicsintheearlieststratigraphiclevelsofthecolonyofAvalonmayreveal
that there was a lot more porcelain making its way to the Britisb colonies in the
flrSthalfofthel7 lh centurytbaniscurrentlybelieved. Althougb the earliest

pieces from the Ferrylandcollection most likely belonged to the eliteofthe
colony, they were nevertheless present.
It is probable that there are many more 17 th _century fragments of porcelain that
will be excavated in the future at other British sites, and likely have already been

uncovered.

Oneofthemainissuess~rroundingthisceramicisthatthereis

virtually no familiarity with it arnong archaeologists beyond general
identification. Itseemsalmostcertainthattherearemorel7th.centurymaterials
in collections that just have not been properly idemified.
Regarding the proper dating of Chinese porcelain, the Ferrylandcollectionhas
been ideal for the purpose of understanding the changes takingplaceinporcelain
forrnanddesignacrosstheI7thandIS'hcenturies. The longtime span of the
archaeological porcelain and the relatively great diversity 0 fthe types of wares
were both beneficial for reaching this end.
InitiallY,thecollectionwasdatedbasedonlyonthedecorativemotifs,using
the available references of shipwrecks, literature, and availablearchaeological
collections. After a finn dating of the materials was established,the contextual
data was referenced forconfirrnation. In most cases the ascribed dating was
accurate, often to a twenty or thirty year period. This dating was based on the
decorative designs, colors, and forrnsdescribed in the previous chapters.
Typical of many archaeological sites, the porcelain vessels from Ferrylandwere
often only represented by one or two small rragments. However, given the
specificnatureoftheChinesedesignthemesatvarioustimes,itwassurprisingly

easy to date the majority of the pieces. Of course, there were fragments from the
collectionthatcouldnotbedatedbasedonthedesignsiftheyweret00 small or
vague, but in these cases at least the form was identifiable given the relative lack
of diversity in porcelain vessel shapes.
These preceding factors will hope;ully prove to other researchers that
relatively small, seemingly insignificant Chinese porcelain artifacts can illuminate
a great deal about a site. These collections are generally quite small when
comparedtootherceramicsinthelthorlSthcentury,buttheypackalarge
cultural punch. Porcelain typically represents the finest cerarnic available
anywhere in the West and the implications for it being in North America let alone
rugged Newfoundland are great pertaining to the developing elite culture in the
Colonies and the emulation of European social institutions.
Rather than accepting the generalizations ascribed to the ceramicinthepast
about a lack of datable elements this project sought to change theacademictide.
By focusing on the kinds of decorations, the panems and border des igns, and the
trends illuminated through the study of shipwreck cargos, Chineseporcelaincan
usually be dated within a relatively short timefrarne.

It is perhaps understandable that there hasn't been much ofa focus on this
ceramic given the limited amount of research carried out in the past. However.

there is a growing archaeological porcelain database that needs to be tapped.
Once there is a reference in the field that can be picked up by others andusedto
accurately and quickly identify the pieces in their collections, there will be an

immense change in the way archaeologists deal with this artifact type. For a ware
thatsoprofoundlychangedtheEuropeanceramicindustryandsocietythroughits
uses, it is long overdue that such a guide is available for Chinese porcelain.
It is not the claim ofthis thesis to be the impetus that causes all ofhistorical
archaeologytoturnitsheadtowards~heanalysisofporcelain.However,the

collection from Ferryland shows that it does not take a large amount 0 fthese
vessels to learn a great deal about date, use, and meaning. This with other
research,both in and outside the field of archaeology is beginning to show the
greatpotentialthatliesinthisceramicforunderstandinglifein colonial NOl1h
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Appendix 1: Rim Designs

Appendix 2: Design Aspects

Appendix 3: Artifact Catalogue

Area:E
Eveut: 51-52, 52, 66
Vessel#:EIO
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1700-1730
ArchaeologicalContext:Possibleoccupationiayerdatingtothefirstquarterofthel8'h
centuryandassociatedwithanAreaEstructurethatprobablyservedasatavem.

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel#:G61
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1710-1730
Archaeological Context: mid-18'h-century refuse deposit

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G60
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel#:G64
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1720-1740
Archaeological Context: mid-lSth-centuryrefusedeposit

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel #: G94
Form:teabow1
Date of Manufacture: 1710-1740
Archaeological Context: mid-18,h-century refuse deposit

Area:E
Event: 488
Vessel#:Ell
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1720-1740
Archaeological Context: early 18 lh _century
Description: The decoration consists ofan underglaze blue chrysanthemum on the
exterior of the vessel. This flower was used medicinally in China and was a symbol of
the fall season. In addition,thechrysamhemum represented cheerfulness and symbolized
a life of ease (Morgan: 1942:121).

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G68
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Underglaze blue decoration, exterior rim has a bamboo leaf border with a
landscape scene featuring various unidentified tlora. Bamboo symbolized the winter
season and fortitude based on the ability of the plant to stay green throughout the cold
winter months. Interior rim decoration is a blurred diamond trellis pattern above a single
blue ring.

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel#:G65
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
ArchaeologicaIContext:mid-18,h-centuryrefusedeposit

Area:G
Event: 315,559
Vessel#:G70
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750

Description: Decorated in underglaze blue, the vessel exterior has a blue ring at the rim
andjustslightlyabovethefoot. Framed by the lines is a floral landscapeconsislingofa
fence and various planl life. The inleriordecoration consists of an alternating
crosshatched rim decoration above a single blue band and another ringal the cavello.
The vessel has lost its glaze due to heat exposure, possibly prior to disposal

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:G74andG75
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18 th -century waterfront refuse piI

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:G72
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
ArchaeologicaIContext:mid-18 Ih -centurywaterfrontrefusepit

Area:G
Event:5S7
Vessel #: G62
Form:teabowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
ArchaeologicalContext:mixedlate-l7'h/earlyIS,h-centurycontext
Description: Decorations consist ofanunderglaze blue floral landscape on the vessel
exterior. The flowers appear to be peonies and are decorated in a way consistent withthe
middle of the IS'" century. The peony was one of the most common floral decorations in
the IS'h century and symbolizes the spring as well as luck and wealth.

Fig. 3.24 illustration o(vessel Fl form

(actual size)

Area:F
Event: 334
Vessel#:FI
Form:winecup
Date of Manufacture: 1590-1620
Archaeological Context: The base and body fragments from this vessel were excavated
in a midden feature located at the base of the 1622 defensive ditch to the east of the
primary settlement. A predictable location forrefusedisposal,thematerial recoveredin
this context was discarded during the early settlement of the colony, probablybefore
1650.
Description: This small winecup is decorated in underglaze blue designs forming a
flame frieze encircling the lower body of the vessel. The two decorated fragments show
the top of the flames and would have been above a rolling scroll pattern. Complete
examples of this design and form have an average measurement of50mm height and a
38 mm diameter with a slightly flared lip (Pijl-Ketel: 143). This Ming dynasty vessel is of
high quality, considered Imperial ware, and does not exhibit anyglaze pits or adhered
sand typical of many of the Mingceramics. Archaeological examples have been
recovered at; Jamestown, VA., The Maine, VA., the Wille Leeuw, the Banda, and a 1617
painting by Christoffel vanden Berghe.

Area:F
Event: 367
Vessel#:F2
Form:winecup
Date of Manufacture: 1590-1620
Archaeological Context: early l7 th -centurymiddenpredalingthe Kirke household and
likelyassocialedwilhlheshortperiodofCalvertoccupalionalFerryland.
Description: Base of asmall winecup, ex.hibilingathick unglazed foot-ring and base
lypically found on Mingdynasly porcelain. The vessel has two thin underglazeblue
rings on the ex.lerioroflhe fool ring, anotherlypical characlerislic of Mingcerarnics.
Theex.islingglazeonthevesselinleriorisofhighqualilycompared10 the pined surface
of the "kraakporcelain" from lhe same period.

Area:G
Event: 547
Vessel#:GI03
Form: cup
Date of Manufacture: 1680-1710
Archaeological Context: l7'h-century surface area
Description: This straight-sided cup is decorated with underglazeblue designs and a
brown iron oxide lip band. A popular motif in the Kangxi period,this vessel exterior is
decorated with a central fence framed by various stylized flowers such ascamelliaand
narcissus. The interior rim has a single blue ring and another is located at the cavettoof
the cup.
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Area: GandF
Event: 571 G,361 F
Vessel#:FGl

~:~:~fc:anUfacture:1580-1630
~~~:::~~ot~:1 iontext: early l7'h-century context in Area G and predating the Kirke

Area:G
Event: 545
Vessel#:G99
Form: cup
Date of Manufacture: 1680-1710
Archaeological Context: iate 17'h-century deposit just south 0 ftheseawallinAreaG

Area:G
Event: 587
Vessel#:G98
Form: cup
Date of Manufacture: 1680-1710
ArchaeologicaIContext:mixedlate17"'-/early18 th -centuryoccupationlayer

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:GIOl
Form: cup
Date of Manufacture: 1690-1720
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:B
Event: 134
Vessel#:B2
Form: cup
Date of Manufacture: 1710-1730
ArchaeologicaIContext:mixed17"'-and 18 lh -centurycontext

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G96
Form: cup
Date of Manufacture: 1710-1730
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:GI05

~:::~fc;:,ranUfacture:1730-1750
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 587
Vessel#:G56
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1680-1710
ArchaeologicaIContext:mixedlateI7,h"/earlyI8,h-centuryoccupationlayer

Area: BandC
Event: 134
Vessel#:B4
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1690-1720
Archaeological Context: mixed 17"'-and lS"'-centurycontext
Description: Decoratedinunderglazebluetloraldesignsconsistingofsprigsofstylized
cbrysanthemums and possibly hollyhocks surrounding a cenlral ring. The ring frames a
peach,a symbol of spring, longevity, etc. The rim consists ofa repeating ''thunder
panem" design characteristic of the Kangxi period imitations ofMing Dynasty designs.
The exterior of the vessel is decorated with stylized branches also typical of the designs
from the period.

Area:D
Event: 63
Vessel#:D3
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1710-30
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Underglazebluefloraldesignconsislingofslylizedchrysanlhemum
flowers and leaves. The decoration style is characterislic of the ftrSl quarter of the IS'"
century with relatively busy floral pattems.

Area:C
Event: 195
Vessel#:CI3
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1700-1720
ArchaeologicaIContext:earlyI8'h-centuryrefusedeposit

Area:B
Event: 134
Vessel#:B5
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1720-1740
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G33

Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1710-1730
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: The saucer is decorated in underglaze blue and consists of floral sprigs
surrounding a central band ofthediamond-trelIis pattem. The band surrounds what
appears to a floral symbol that would have had a specific meaning. The surrounding

~~~~~~~~:~e~~~s:~~o:e~t~~~~:n~:e~~:~~_~~~~~~~~h;:::i::;s::.r~~::~~
~ngh
thefirstdecadesofthel700s.

Area:G
Event:Vessel#:·
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1720-1740
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Decorated in underglazeblue, the present design points toa floral pattem.

~~:/:;;a:~~~~~~~~sh~l~::~ee~~~;::~~~~\:~~::::u~~;~~;~~:~ai~~:t;!st
twoquanersofthelS"'centurywhentherewasaverydiverseassortmentofrim
decorations in use, compared to the relative monotony of the lanerpan of the century.

Area:G
Event: 1
Vessel#:G36
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 1,327
Vessel#:G49
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Decorated in underglaze blue, this design was probably a landscape framed
by lWO concentric rings at thecavetto. The rim decoration is framed by lWO rings and is
an altematingcrosshatched panem commonly seen in the first half of the 18"' century.
The vessel has lost the glaze due to heat exposure.

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:G58
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18'h-century waterfront refuse pit
Description: Decorated in overglazeenarnels, deteriorated by exposuretoheatandthe
burial environment. Likely the design was in the/amille rose palate consisting of floral
and geometric designs. All that remains of the rim decoration is a thick band of pooled
overglazeenarnels.

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:G48
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18 th -century waterfront refuse pit

Area:C
Event: 0
Vessel#:Cll
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1760
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel#:G41
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: mid-18,h-century refuse deposit

Area:G
Event: 562
Vessel#:G57
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1745-1765
ArchaeologicaIContext:mid-IS"'-centurydepositinsideawaterfrontstructure and
potentially floor sweepings from the interior
Description: This saucer is larger than the rest of the Ferryland fonn and was probably
used with a small bowl. These larger saucers are not uncommon and were often part of
the standard tea equipage such as saucers for slop bowls. The saucer is decorated in large
underglazeblue tree peonies typical of the relatively crude style of the mid-IS'" century.

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G53
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1740-1760
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G45
Form: saucer
Date of Manufacture: 1740-1760
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Decorated in underglaze blue and overglaze enamels consistingofpink,
gold,red,andgreen. The design consists of floral sprigs circling a central medallion of
additional floral designs. The flowers are primarily roses, and possibly other stylized
flowers and buds. The color palate is consistent with the/amille rose motif. The vessel
had a brown lip and the rim design is a diamond trellis patlern with pink and green rose
andleafreserves.

Area:F

~::~:i;:6i3432,481
Form: bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1580-1620

Area:F
Event: 367
Vessel#:Fll
Form: bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1590-1630

~:~e~~:~~~:~~~:::xt: early l7'h-century midden layer likely associated with the

Area:G
Event:Vessel#:G27
Form: bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1570-1620
Archaeological Context: disturbed

Area:G
Event: 60S
Vessel#:G25

~:::~(;'::~~~~~~~re:1720-1750
Archaeological Context: mid-ISth-century refuse deposit

Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:G24

~:::~:;:~:~~~~~re:

1730-1760
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Decorated in overglaze red and possibly gold on both the interior and
exterior of the vessel. The glaze is somewhat pitted and the vessel is rather thick given
the small capacity size of the bowl. The interior decoration consists ofa red stylized
peony, a symbol ofprosperilyand wealth.

Area:C
Event:Vessel#:C2
Form:Y.-pintbowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1760
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: The vessel is decorated in underglaze blue designs with two rings on the
exterior base and another at the top of the foot ring. Thecentraldecorationisthefootof
a vase, an important Buddhist symbol. The vase was a symbol of harmony in life and
was used for the storage of ceremonial objects (Seyssel:9:l949). II is likely that the
complete design would have consisted of other Buddhist symbols surrounding the walls
ofthevessel. The interior decoration is made up of two underglazeblue rings al the
cavetto of the bowl.

".'" .

",~, _~
Fig. 3.72 interior rimofvesselG9
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Area:G
Event: 327
Vessel#:GII
Form: I-pint bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: dislUrbed
Description: Decorated in both underglaze blue and overglaze red and gold enamels
typical of the "Chinese lmari" palate. The exterior decoration is made up of underglaze
blue rocks with gold and red peonies, chrysanthemums, and leaves perched 0 nabluering
slightly up the body of the vessel. Interior decoration consists of two concentric rings at
the cavetto of the bowl.

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel#:GI6
Form: I-pint bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1730-1750
Archaeological Context: mid IS'h-centuryrefusedeposit
Description: This vessel has a grey/yellow exterior glaze included in the "Batavia"

:i~~g~~s~:?;~~~~~n~X;:,s;1~0=~e~a~:I~~:=:~~::;,:x~~:0~a1;~~r~~YI~~:~a~
but would have drawn a higher price in the Western market. Adding to the original value
of the bowl are the underglazeblue floral vignenes that were located on the exterior and
decorated with stylized pnmus blossoms or peonies. The interior decoration is a bamboo
leaf rim design with floral reserves.

Area:G
Event: 558
Vessel#:GIO

~:~:~r'~~~:f~:~ure:1730-1750
ArchaeologicaIContext:mixed17,h and 18'h-centurycontext

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:GI2

~~::~/~~~:f~;~ure:1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18,h-centurywaterfront refuse pit
Description: Decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior has a bamboo leafrimdesign
with floral reserves framed in a top and two lower blue rings. The exterior pattern is
comprised of a plum tree with flowering blossoms, a symbol of the winter season and the
overcoming of hardships. Additionally the design consists of other stylized flowers,
:;:';~?t:r~:'hrysanthemwn. The interior rim decoration is the same bamboo leaf design as

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:GI3
Form: I-pint bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18 Ih -centurywaterfrontrefusepit

Area:G
Event: 315
Vessel#:GIS
Form: I-pint bowl
Date of Manufacture: 1750-1770
ArchaeologicaIContext:mid-lSth-centuryrefusedeposit
Description: Decorated in overglaze enamel colors of purple, orange, white, and brown.
The exterior decoration is a geometric pattern made up ofa star diaper field and other
designs. The interior rim has an orange and white lozenge pattern above a repeatinghaIf
semicircle hanging pendant pattern. This decoration is typical of the early lastquaner
IS1h-cenlurydesigns that use many of these busy overglaze enamelsinresponsetothe
similar wares being produced in the West.

Area:G

e::::i;:5~2~63
Form:2-pintbowl
Date of Manufacture: associated with mid-18'h-century waterfront structure
Archaeological Context: 1740-1760

Area:F
Event: 247
Vessel#:F5
Form: plate
Date of Manufacture: 1580-1640
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: Decorated inunderglazeblue, this camellia decoration is typical ofthe
Ming dynasty "kraakporcelain". Probably the interiorponion ofa plate or planer, this

:::~~;~,1i~:~~~~~:~ ::e~f~~::::%~I~~~c;;~:;e;~:~: ~i::i~;:w

shows a nearly identical flower with a moon or insect directly above. The Ferryland
example exhibits the same small design just above the floral sprig. The exterior glaze
also exhibits the characteristic pining of this type of Chinese porcelain.

Area:F
Event: 464
Vessel#:F7
Form: plate
Date of Manufacture: 1600-1650
Archaeological Context: This small fragment was excavated within the Kirke residence
in close proximity to the upright nails that were the remains of the floor joists. A
fragment this size could have easily slipped through the cracks ofthe wood floor and was
probably deposited in this manner. Given the context of the artifact, there is little doubt
that this vessel belonged totbe Kirke family.
Description: The vessel is decorated in underglaze blue designs on both the interiorand
exterior of the vessel. The exterior design is a small blue semicircle and is consistent
with the exterior decorations on the "kraakware" plates and platters. The interior design
appears tobe the needles from a pine and represents the interior ofa decorated panel
found on this type of porcelain dating from the early 17 th century.

Area:G
Event: 306,327
Vessel#:GI13
Form: plate
Date of Manufacture: 1680-1720
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: This plate is decorated in underglaze blue and overgJazeredleaves. The
shading of the bJueand remaining overglaze leaf decoration istypicaI of the earliest
"Chinese [mari" wares on the Western market in the late 17 th century. The decoration is
quite different from the plate on the following page even when taking into consideration
that the designs are at different levels of preservation.

Area:G

Event: 327
Vessel#:GIII

Form: plate
Date of Manufacture: 1740-1760
Archaeological Context: disrurbed
Description: Decorated in under and overglaze designs, the blue, red,and gold of the
pattern are typical of the "Chinese Irnari" decorative palate. Designs consist of trees and
stylized chrysanthemums or daisies. The rim decoration is a degraded version of the
diarnond-trellispatternandtypicalofthesecondhalfoftheI8 Ih century.

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:GI07
Form: plate
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid_18 th _century waterfront refuse pit

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:GI06
Form: plate
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18 Ih -century waterfront refuse pit

Area:F
Event: 247, 251,459
Vessel#:FS
Form: hollowware
Date of Manufacture: 1700-1730
Archaeological Context: early 1S t " century
Description: Decorated in underglaze blue there is a diaper band with stylized floral
reserves around the shoulder of the vessel. The rest of the design can not be identified.
This teapot represents one of the earliest vessels directlyassociated with the drinking of
teaorotherbeveragesatFerryland.lntheearlypartofthe1S'"century only the upperclass had access to these fashionable new beverages.

Area:D
Event: 63
Vessel#:D6
Form: teapot
Date of Manufacture: 1740-1760
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: This teapot is decorated with overglaze enamel colors of red and yellow.
The neck of the vessel has a thin red ring and the primary design appears to have been
floral. The lid of the teapot has a brown iron-oxide band with an overglaze red ring
above, consisting of periodic looped designs. This type of decoration can be seen
throughout the 18'h century but steadily increases as the century progressed.

Area:G
Event: 586
Vessel#:GI14
Form: hot water pot
Date of Manufacture: 1735-1745
Archaeological Context: mid-18"'-centurywaterfront refuse pit
Description: Decorated in underglaze blue, the body design consists of asmall
landscape framed in a pulled-back scroll border with bamboo leaves. Additionally there
is the Buddhist symbol of the chime stone, associated with Chinese temples. The lid has
a vent hole and is decorated with stylized floral sprigs. Similarvesselfonmswere
recovered from the 1760 shipwreck of the Machault (Sullivan: 1986:69) and an exact
pattern match was excavated at the Fortress of Louisbourg, NS.

Area:B
Event:Vessel#:BI
Form: teapot lid
Date of Manufacture: 1750-1770
Archaeological Context: disturbed
Description: This teapot lid is decorated in underglazeblue with an iron-oxideband.
The decorations consist of two thin concentric rings and hastilypaintedfloraldecorations.
The relatively poor quality of the decoration points to a date of manufacture no earlier
than 1750,when a steadydeciine in the quality of many of the export wares began.

Area:D
Event: 62
Vessel#:D5
Form: figural
Date of Manufacture: 1700-1740
Archaeological Context: probably early 18,hcentury
Description: This small fragment is the base of a brown-glazed dog figurine. A
relatively common figural form, these "foo dogs" were common in China as decoration
and believed to hold protective properties. The illustration in Figure 3.103 is a purely
conjectural form, but based on Chinese figurines from the timeperiod(Chi€n:2002:188).

Area:C
Event: 38
Vessel#:C8
Form: figural
Date of Manufacture: 1680-1720
Archaeological Context: late 17"'tearly 18"'-centurystructure
Description: This fragment represents the base ofa small figurine. The porcelain has a
white glaze and is characteristic of the wares produced in Dehua, China. The illustration
in Figure 3.105 is based on examples from the 1690 Vung Tau wreck (Christie's: 1992)
and exhibits contours on the base very similar to the Ferryland fragment.

